
 
 

Board Meeting 

Wednesday 26 February 2020 

from 5.30pm to 7.30pm 

with sandwiches and refreshments available from 5.00pm 

 

 

  

 

  

 

       

  

         

    

  

    

      

  

  

   

  

 

  

  

 

  

    

 

            

    

   

    

  

     

 

  

   

  

 

      

 

 
    

 
 
   
 

 
 

 
    

 
   
  
   

 

 
     

Agenda

1) Welcome and apologies

2) Declarations of interest

3) Minute of the Board meeting of Wednesday 29 January 2020 (enclosed)

4) Matters arising (paper enclosed)

5) Business development

a) Minute of the Development Committee of 12 February 2020 (enclosed)

6) Housing management activity

a) Proposed rent increase (paper enclosed)

b) Former Tenants’ Accounts and Sundry Debtors – Bad Debts and Write-offs

c) Minute of Tenancy Matters Panel held on Wednesday 29 January 2020 (enclosed)

7) Property maintenance activity

• No additional items

8) Financial matters

a) Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/2021 (enclosed)

9) Operational matters (paper enclosed)

a) Grading review (paper enclosed)

b) Board and Director effectiveness (paper enclosed)

c) Minute of the Health and Safety Committee of 12 February 2020 (enclosed)

10) Any other business

a) Publication of Board papers

b) Date of next Board meeting – Wednesday 25 March 2020 
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Minute of the Board meeting held on Wednesday 29 January 2020 at 5.30pm in Main 

Street, Ayr  

 

Present:  Tenant Members 

   Frances Maguire 

   Amanda Bryan 

   Myra Nicol 

   Kenny George 

   Georgina Dawson   

          

   Community Members 

Simon Leslie – Chair 

Mike Tomlinson 

   David Porte  

   Rhonda Leith – from after item 5 

   Gemma Collins 

   Bobby Pyper 

    

   In Attendance 

   Jim Whiston (except for item 9a) 

Alan Park (except for item 9a) 

Caroline Donald (except for item 9a) 

Margaret Wood (except for item 9a) 

Lorna Ravell (For items 1, 2 and 9a only) 

Kirsty Broadfoot – Minutes (except for item 9a) 

 

   

1. Apologies 

An apology was received from Margaret Campbell. It was noted that Margaret 

requested a period of special leave due to personal circumstances and this was 

granted by the Board. 

 

2. Declarations of interest 

No matters were raised. It was agreed to deal with item 9a at the beginning of the 

meeting (see below). 

 

3. Minute of the Board meeting held on Wednesday 27 November 2019 

 The Minutes of the meeting held on 27 November 2019 were accepted as a true 

record and were proposed by Frances Maguire and seconded by Myra Nicol.   

 

 
 

Board Meeting – 26 February 2020 

 

Agenda Item: 3 

 

Subject: Minutes of Board Meeting 29 January 2020 

 

Prepared by: Kirsty Broadfoot 
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4. Matters arising 

 All items were completed. 

 

5. Business Development 

 

 5a. Performance Digest for the 9 months to 31 December 2019  

Caroline reported on overall positive results again this quarter and went on 

to explain the various Charter outcomes highlighted in the digest in detail. 

She noted that, thanks to the hard work of the allocations team, void re-let 

times were on target for the first time this year. Non-emergency repairs were 

below target due to a number of factors.  has taken on additional 

staff recently and  had experienced issues with managing their 

workload. Jim Purvis continues to meet with both contractors to ensure good 

performance. 

 

Caroline went on to discuss the new customer satisfaction indicators, 

highlighting that a working group had been formed specifically to look at 

exploring ways of raising satisfaction amongst tenants and applicants. 

Caroline summarised the highlights of the various surveys that had been 

reported on.  

 

Jim gave an overview of the business development KPIs. 

 

 5b. Delivery Plan – progress to date 

Jim gave an overview of the progress that has been made so far. He 

highlighted that he has used colour coding following feedback from the 

Board. He said that we are committed to engaging with our tenants and that 

there will be a report to the April Board regarding community benefits.  

 

Jim advised that the delay with the extension meant that we would need to 

roll the targets forward to the next financial year. The Equalities Policy 

actions are due to be reviewed in June. There will be a further report on 

compliance with the Annual Assurance Statement to the March Board.  

 

Mike queried the point about needing ‘ten new community members’. Jim 

advised that this was about promoting the general community membership, 

rather than just Board membership. 

 

 5c. Minute of the Development Committee of 18 December 2019 

Jim confirmed that the papers for the next meeting on 12 February had been 

posted on Basecamp. Mike asked for an update on a contractor for the hub. 

There will be a meeting on 4 February with our consultants will provide 

guidance on which contractor to proceed with. Georgina mentioned that she 

had seen some negative social media comments on the Carrick Street 

development.  

 

6. Housing management activity 

 No items were discussed. 
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7. Property maintenance activity 

 No items were discussed. 

 

8. Financial matters 

Alan gave an overview of the accounts, noting that all the KPIs were within target. 

He went on to discuss the pertinent points on the various balance sheet items, 

indicating that fixed assets show growth due to the development programme. The 

cash balance is higher due to the drawdown of the Allia bond. Alan mentioned we 

had received a loan of £300k from Scottish Government to assist with fire safety 

improvements, which allowed the programme to be brought forward and we will pay 

back £60k back over the next five years. Alan went on to discuss the key points on 

the cash flow, noting that interest rates remain low. The large amount of 

development activity is reflected in the figures. Included in this were 9 open market 

acquisitions which attracted grant at £40k each. We have sold some properties 

which are difficult to let or in a poor area, a general discussion followed around 

shared ownership.  

 

Alan then covered the key points on the Income and Expenditure Account, noting 

that management costs should fall within budget for the full year. The routine 

maintenance figure is currently under budget. The contractor though is behind with 

their invoices so a degree of caution is required. Void repairs remain over budget – 

this is an area which is difficult to predict. A recent eviction of a property in 

extremely poor condition has led to repairs of around £30k. Depreciation has also 

increased. Alan commented that the Bank of England are possibly planning to cut 

the base rate. Finally, Alan confirmed that all covenants are well within targets. 

Rhonda asked about the liability from pension schemes, Alan confirmed it 

fluctuates from year to year. Bobby noted there is a big variation in interest payable. 

Alan advised that we use a long-term interest rate based on the 30-year plan, which 

is higher than the current average cost of capital.  

 

9. Operational matters 

Health and safety – Jim confirmed that there would be a meeting of the Committee 

on 12 February. Professor Roger Willey will be delivering a general presentation on 

H&S aimed at Board members on 11 February. There are two sessions at 3pm and 

6pm. Board to let Kirsty know if they can attend. 1 

Staff pension schemes – there are some changes to the SHAPS scheme. Jim 

suggested that it may be useful to have a combined Audit and HR Committee 

meeting to discuss the changes.  

Community engagement and publicity – Jim encouraged the Board to post any 

comments regarding the recent grant requests onto Basecamp and these can be 

looked at once he is back from leave. He reiterated that the Board had decided to 

keep the criteria open but that it could be made more prescriptive depending on 

people’s thoughts. 

There followed a discussion on Committee meetings. It was agreed that we would 

recirculate a list showing the Committees and which Board members had 

expressed an interest in each one. 2  

 

 

 
1 Advise Kirsty if attending H&S presentation. 
2 Kirsty to organise sending out the committee list. 
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9a. Grading review 

Following a presentation by Lorna Ravell from EVH, the Board agreed the 

paper in principle, subject to supplementary financial information being 

provided to the February Board.  

 

10. Any other business 

 10a. Publication of Board papers 

Jim confirmed that, under the Freedom of Information Act, we now need to 

publish Board papers on our website. It was agreed that the January papers 

be made available subject to the removal of the detail in the section on loan 

covenants and potential person information.  

  

 Simon advised that dates would be posted on Basecamp for the Board appraisals.  

 

 10b. Date of next Board meeting – Wednesday 26 February 2020 

 

 

 

There was no further business and the meeting closed at 7pm with a vote of thanks 

to the Chair. 

 

 

 

 

Signed       Dated 
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Board Meeting – 26 February 2020 

 

Agenda item: 4 

 

Subject:  Matters arising including outstanding matters from earlier meetings 

 

 Prepared by Jim Whiston 

 

 

Ref Date Subject Progress Complete? Due by Board: 

B482 29/1/20 Health and safety briefing Rescheduled to 4 March due to weather. Yes February 2020 

B481 29/1/20 Committee membership Current list sent to members to review. Will 

then be reissued. 

No March 2020 

 

Completed Items will be removed from the following month’s report.  An archive of previous reports is retained for reference within the bound Board 

papers. 
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Development Committee Minute – 12 February 2020 

 

Prepared by: Jim Whiston 
 
 
 
 

Minute of the Development Committee held on Wednesday 12 February 2020 at 5.05pm 

at Main Street, Ayr. 
 

 

Present: Amanda Bryan 

 David Porte 

 Bobby Pyper – Chair 

Mike Tomlinson  

  

In attendance: Jim Whiston - Minutes 
 

 

1. Apologies 

Apologies were received Kenny George and Myra Nicol. 

 
2. Declarations of Interest 

No matters were disclosed. 
 

 

3. Minutes of the meeting held on 16 December 2019 

These had previously been considered by the Board on 29 January. There were no 

matters arising. 
 

 

 4.        Development Report 

Jim Whiston spoke about the report.  He confirmed that reasonable progress is being 

maintained with onsite and pipeline projects, and with development leads. The 

purchase of the site at northeast Troon is expected to complete on 14 February.  

Since the report was drafted the necessary Government grant had been received. 

The planning consent for Carrick Street, Ayr is expected to be in place by the end of 

February. The Committee reviewed an outline proposal for a site in Kirkmichael which 

is subject to a further planning enquiry. 

 

Jim reported that the tenders for the extension to the current office are being 

reviewed. A report will be made to the Board in March.  

 

The new main contractors’ framework was noted.  

 
5. Any other business 

Date of next meeting – Wednesday 29 April 2020 at 4.30pm. 

 

The meeting closed at 5.50pm. 

 

 

 

Agenda Item 5a
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Board Meeting – 26 February 2020 

 

Agenda item:  6a 

 

Subject: Proposed Rent Increase 

 

Prepared by: D McGivern 

 

For consideration: 

• Rent increase recommendation 

 

Introduction 

 

At its November meeting the Board agreed to consult on the acceptability or otherwise of a possible 

increase equivalent to no more than 2.9%. 

 

A letter was sent to all tenants including details of the proposal and outlining the potential 

implications associated with a range of options such as accepting the proposal, an increase lower 

than the proposal or no increase at all. 

 

The letter also provided tenants with some information showing a breakdown of the association’s 

costs for last year and of how the rental income is spent. 

 

Tenants were asked to indicate what their preference was as to this year’s proposed rent review. 

We received 85 responses to the consultation survey from tenants expressing their preference. This 

was a significantly higher number of responses compared to previous years and, indeed, was an 

increase of 62% from 2 years previously. To encourage tenants to respond to the consultation we 

offered an incentive, to those who participated, of 5 chances of winning a shopping voucher in a 

prize draw. 

 

The following table summarises the responses from tenants to the consultation. 

 

Proposal 

 

% of Responses 

No increase 14% 

Increase below 2.9% 7% 

Increase at 2.9%  

(Board recommendation) 

79% 

 

There were also 3 forms returned from tenants who did not indicate a preference for any of the 

options. 

 

During the past year we carried out a comprehensive tenant satisfaction survey which sought to 

gain information on our tenants’ views on whether the rent charged offers value for money. The 

responses from our tenants indicated that 86% rated their rent as either very good or fairly good 

value for money, a slight decrease from 2016 where the figure was 87%. This compares favourably 

with the Scottish RSL sector average in 2019 of 82%. 
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In addition to responding to the survey question 29 tenants took the opportunity to add their 

comments which are detailed below. 

 

Comments written on surveys 

I have been a resident of Ayrshire Housing since May 2002 and must say apart from the odd hiccup I am 

more than happy and satisfied for all they do.  I hope to remain with you for the rest of my life (now 80 

years old).  Have a Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year.  

A small increase for future growth is ok 

 

Service I think that should be promoted more is the money advice team. They are great at their job and 

housing officers should also promote them more. 

 

I was homeless when I came on the housing list with a 15 year old child I was housed very quickly and I 

really appreciate it.  I am happy for an increase although I know not everyone get a 2.9% increase in 

income.  I'm really happy with the service. 

 

new builds are needed but it depends on the area 

 

Think 2.9% is enough as long as improvements can be made. Bathrooms badly need done over 20 years 

old. 

 

Excellent value for money. Repairs service second to none. Even a higher increase would be accpetance 

to allow Ayrshire Housing to continute to provide and improve new builds. 

 

Could certainly do with putting new kitchens and bathrooms in properties in Coylton. Everything else I 

like. 

 

Just want to continue with repairs badly need new bathrooms 

 

The association does a very good job and the workers who do repairs are prompt. Also the staff in the 

office are very good at helping you. 

 

Happy with service provided all workers very friendly and efficient.  The girls on the phone always helpful. 

 

As long as the increase goes on improvements to housing stock and surrounding areas (i.e. bin area as 

they are not very good at the moment). 

 

We are completely happy with our home and the service provided by Ayrshire Housing.  We would like to 

take this opportunity to wish all at Ayrshire Housing a merry Christmas and a prosperous 2020! 

 

A review of repair times 

 

I will be watching to see if more is done for existing tenants as we are being left behind. I expect equality. 

 

I would like to see all houses fitted with a shower. 
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Has last years increase been similar to this year? It would be helpful if last years increase was included 

in the paperwork. 

 

Please can I have a fob for the front doors, I really struggle to get in and out.  

 

We've not long had an increase on our rent.  Your housing is advertised as affordable but I suppose 

people will just have to go along with it. 

 

If rent increased - houses need to be brought up to a suitable standard for tenant to be happy to pay the 

extra. 

 

I'm not really in the position to pay more but I will have to accept it if rent does go up. 

 

An average annual increase in rent of over £100 goes beyond inflation in my opinion. The higher the rent 

becomes the more I will be expecting from Ayrshire Housing i.e. better quality kitchens, bathrooms etc. 

You cannot keep charging more yet offer the same level of service. 

 

I already pay about £100 more per month than my neighbours so I don’t want to have to pay any more 

 

Old stock housing needs money spent on it 

 

Still waiting on shower to be fitted. 

 

As tenants in one of your older housing stock (c.1950's) we would finally like to see positive steps 

towards improving the kitchen, bathroom and electrics in our home. We have been told year on year that 

this will happen since 2013!! Please take care of your older properties asap, as we take care of them 

lovingly. 

 

Reported a couple of things this year that I feel should have been sorted a lot quicker… I'm not someone 

to complain but feel service has been very poor. Also, close not properly cleaned which is part of rent 

cost. 

 

Limited service already.  Prioritise maintaining original homes. 

As a tenant for 17 years we have seen the rent double.  This does not reflect our wages and find the rent 

expensive. The patio doors are of poor quality and can never be fixed.  The high ceilings make it hard to 

heat the living area in the winter, which also reflects our ever growing electricity and gas bills. 

 

Re Smoke & heat alarm system.  One of these put in the kitchen fell off nearly striking me.  Reported to 

Ayrshire Homes. Nothing been done!! Could not make contact with firm employed to do this!! 

 

 

We have also compared our proposed rent increases with other Ayrshire landlords (see the Budget 

report) and with the SFHA affordability tool in accordance with the association’s rent policy. 

 

Recommendation 

 

Following conclusion of the budget review it is proposed that rents be increased by 2.9% and adjust 

the Rent Policy accordingly. 
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Board Meeting – 26 February 2020 

 

Agenda item: 6b 

 

Subject: Former Tenants’ Accounts and Sundry Debtors – Bad Debts and Write-offs 

 

Prepared by: D McGivern 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Introduction

The Board previously agreed that bad debts would be brought forward for consideration for 
writing off on a regular basis. The attached table lists details of accounts which have proved 
either irrecoverable or uneconomic to pursue by staff.

The  reasons  for  these  can  be  various  and  will  include  cases  where  the  tenant  has  died  or 
has left the accommodation without providing a forwarding address. There can also be cases 
where the former tenant has been sequestrated.

Many  of  these  accounts  have  been  passed  to  an  external  debt  recovery  agency  and  where 
they have been unable to trace the debtor these have been included in the list. It should be 
noted that the trace and recovery success rates of external debt recovery agencies has been 
extremely limited.

There  are  also  cases  where  it  would  be  more  costly  to  pursue  than  the  actual  value  of  the 
remaining debt.

In total there are 32 former tenants where we are recommending the write-off of the debts 
from their accounts. The value of the debts in these cases is £14,559.54.

There are also a number of accounts, 25 in total, where a credit has remained and where we 
have been unable to trace the former tenant. The value of these credits is £3,011.38. It is 
recommended that these credits are also written off.

In addition, there  are  various  sundry  debts,  including  factoring  arrears and  rechargeable 
repairs, which  have  been  raised  and  for  similar  reasons  to  those  above  it  has  not  been 
possible  to  recover  the  amounts  owed.  It  is  therefore  recommended  that  these  debts

totalling £20,747.40 are also written off.

Recommendation

The Board is asked to approve the writing-off of these debts and credits from former tenants’ 
and owners’ accounts. The total amounts to £32,295.56. 
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Former Tenants’ Rent Arrears Write-Offs 

 

Tenant Number Write-off Balance Reason 

   

  

 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

Total £14,559.54  
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Former Tenants’ Credit Balances 

 

Tenant Number 

Write off Credit 

Balance Reason 

 

Total £3,011.38  

   

 

Factoring Arrears 

 

Owner Number Balance Reason 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Total £540.49  
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Rechargeable Repairs 

 

Tenancy Ref Amount Reason 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Total £20,206.91  
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Board Meeting: 26 February 2020 

 

Agenda Item: 6c 

 

Subject: Minute of Tenancy Matters Panel held on Wednesday 29 January 2020 

 

Prepared by: Carol Young 

 

For noting 

 

   
Present:  Myra Nicol 

   Amanda Bryan 

   Mike Tomlinson 

 

In attendance: Carol Young 

   Carla Grainge 

 

The Panel had been asked to consider a case where the association had been granted 

Decree for Recovery of Possession of a tenancy as a result of non-payment of rent 

lawfully due. 

 

The Panel members were keen to allow the tenant one further opportunity to engage with 

Ayrshire Housing and prevent his eviction however noted the number of failed previous 

attempts to work with the tenant before getting to this stage.  It was therefore 

unanimously agreed to arrange the eviction for mid-March 2020 and if no contact from 

the tenant prior to this, the eviction would proceed.  However, if the tenant contacts, 

engages and reduces the balance outstanding the Decree will not be enforced and the 

tenant’s eviction put on hold to monitor. 
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Board Meeting – 26 February 2020 

 

Agenda item: 8a 

 

Subject: Financial Matters – Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21 

 

Prepared by: A Park 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21

The  following  report  follows  the  usual  format  in  terms  of providing  Board  members  with 
contextual  information  for  both  the  organisation  and  the  general  economic  context  within 
which we operate.

The  budget  assumptions  are  disclosed  along  with  detailed  information  on  Income  and 
Expenditure, Cash Flow and Balance Sheet and the impact the proposed budget will have on 
our  key  financial  performance  indicators  and  the  all-important  covenants  with  our  lenders. 
Also enclosed are the 30-year financial projections and assumptions - see Annex 1.

In summary I can confirm that the proposed budget provides the Board with assurance that 
the  level  of  income  generated  supports  the  business  activities  of  Ayrshire  Housing  as  we 
progress against the objectives outlined in our Business Plan.

I can confirm that our existing and predicted borrowing can be financed and the borrowing is 
affordable, sustainable and prudent.

There  are enough levels  of  investment  in  our  stock  informed  by  an  integrated  approach  to 
asset management and also sufficient levels of resource to deliver the level of service that 
our tenants expect.

Thus, the  Board  can  be  reassured  that  Ayrshire  Housing  remains  financially  viable  and  is 
resilient to unforeseen risk. The information provided in the budget report hopefully affords 
the Board reassurance on the following key reporting outcomes: 

  

   

 

   

 
 

 
 

 

Good understanding of the source and demands on cash flows and how these link to 
the Business Plan.

Debt and covenant position – Board reassured that covenants are within thresholds. 
Good understanding of the investment requirements needed to sustain services and 
maintain assets over their lifetime and what any funding requirements are.

Good understanding of how to react to unforeseen circumstances and what levels of 
working capital are available to deal with negative situations.

Clear  insight  through  financial  performance  indicators  into  how  the  business  is 
performing. 
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Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Budget Report and Financial Forecast for the Year ending 31 March 2021 

 

Prepared by Alan Park, Head of Finance 
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Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21 
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1. Executive Report  

2. Economic background  

3. Budget Assumptions 

4. Financial Health - Risk Management and Financial Viability 

5. Balance Sheets – projected to 31 March 2020 and 2021 
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7. Cash Flow 

8. Notes on operational Income and Expenditure 

9. Development Programme and Capital Expenditure 
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11. Management Expenses - detailed breakdown 
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15. Recommendation 
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Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21

1. Executive Report

Ayrshire  Housing’s  budget  proposal  for 2020/21 requires to  be set  within  the  context of  our 
exposure  to  a  wide  array  of  external  and  internal  risks  as  well  as  the  need  to deliver  excellent 
levels of service to our tenants, applicants and owner occupiers. Alongside this, we must consider 
other  stakeholder  relationships  such  as  the  government;  the Scottish  Housing  Regulator  (the 
regulator);  South  Ayrshire  Council and our lenders.  We  must  also  maximise opportunities  that 
exist or may emerge for the organisation.

The UK  government’s welfare reforms  continue  to  impact  on  households  throughout  Scotland 
and the UK. Full Universal Credit service is now fully implemented in all geographic areas that we 
operate  in  and  this, coupled  with the general  pressures  on  household  budgets, continues  to 
affect the living standards of our tenants and presents significant business risks for organisations 
such  as  ours. We  operate embedded  risk-based management  practices  to  help  us  assess  and 
mitigate these risks as far as we can but we need to continue to build and maintain resilience to 
support  and  strengthen  the  organisation against future  uncertainties. This  is  one  of  the 
fundamentals that underscore each year’s budget and longer-term forecasts.

Awareness  of  risk  and  the  need for  effective  risk  management have become  increasingly 
significant concerns for housing associations and the regulator prompted by the 2008 financial 
crisis, which  even  now has a  significant  impact  throughout  the  economy. Continuing failures in 
associations in the housing sector in England and more recent interventions by the regulator in 
Scotland has  led  to  a  far  greater  emphasis  in  being  able  to  demonstrate  and  verify  strong 
governance. The regulator expects housing associations to also focus on cost control, achieving 
value for money, be vigilant in relation to covenant compliance and take prompt remedial action 
necessary to  address  any  potential  breaches. In  February  2019  the  regulator issued a  new 
regulatory framework which required landlords to issue an Annual Assurance Statement covering 
each element of the framework. Our first assurance statement was issued in October of that year.

After about  three  and  a  half  years of  back and  forth  debate, Brexit happened  on  31  January 
2020.   However  considerable  uncertainty  remains within  the economy  and  it is still difficult to 
predict the wider impact of our recent withdrawal. As an organisation we need to focus on the 
potential  risks despite  this  uncertainty. There  has  been  little  growth  in  household  incomes  in 
recent  years  due  to  low  or  minimal  wage  increases  and  benefit  increases  pegged  to  the  CPI 
inflation  measure  and  it is therefore  likely  that tenant’s  ability  to  pay  their  rent will  have  been 
affected. Our money advice team continue to support and assist tenants to access their benefit 
entitlements and it is heartening to see that they have produced financial gains of over £1 million 
in this year so far.

The  annual  budget  setting  exercise  underpins  the  further  requirement  to  ensure  that  the 
assumptions  used  in  the longer-term business  plan  are  sensible  and  realistic  and  that  the 
financial forecasts used in the budget are consistent with current predictions. Our development 
ambition, the change in our reactive repair’s contractor and the growth of the organisation means 
that  our 2020-21 rent  increase  is proposed  at  the  level  we  consulted  on – 2.9%. This  will 
hopefully  allow us to  provide  continued  excellent  tenant  services  and  to  accommodate  much 
needed  additional  housing  stock  to  address  the  demand  which results  in almost 3,000

households looking for housing with us. 
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Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21

The changes brought about by welfare reform have influenced household incomes of some of our 
tenants and undoubtedly leads to a loss of income to the organisation whether through increased 
arrears or higher void loss. Our tenancy agreement requires tenants to pay their rent in advance, 
on  time  and  in  full  but  with  the  changes  to  all  benefits individuals  and  the  organisation are 
exposed to greater financial risk. We must adapt to cope with the various implications of these 
changes  and  be  financially  strong  to  withstand any negative  impacts and  to  support  tenants 
where necessary in maintaining their tenancies with us.

All existing benefit payments including HB have now been replaced by a single Universal Credit. 
This means that individuals receive all their due benefits in one payment, and they will have to 
budget and manage all their outgoings. Previously we had the benefit of HB being mandated to 
be paid directly to us. The Scottish government introduced measures to maintain this option for 
tenants to direct their HB component to landlords. Even though we are still able to receive HB 
direct  it is likely that delays  or  inefficiencies  in the claims process will  see  us  suffer an 
interruption to our cash flow and consequently experience greater upward pressure on our rent 
arrears,  housing  management  support  activity  and  potential  legal  and, on  hopefully  rare 
occasions, eviction  costs. The welfare  reforms  will  not  simply  affect  levels  of  HB  but could 
potentially significantly reduce the overall levels of household income either to in work or out of

work households.  The scale of these reforms’ points to significant financial risks to us:

• rent loss through increased arrears and bad debts

• additional terminations of tenancies and evictions

• additional legal costs

• slower cash collection and increase in current tenant arrears

• reduction in cash flow

• potential constraints in future income growth

• additional staff time on individual cases

The  actual  extent  of  the  direct  financial  impact  on us will be  driven  by several variables 
dependent on individual circumstances.  Our Housing Management colleagues continue to work 
hard to identify cases where we predict there will be significant change to household income to 
assist where possible as early as they can.

Welfare  reform  is  taking  place  within  the  wider economy  which had shown some signs  of 
improvement, but growth has slowed relatively, no doubt due to continued uncertainty over Brexit 
in the last 3 years or so. These uncertainties could lead to greater than usual short-term volatility 
especially since we now enter a period during which the terms of the UK’s departure will emerge. 
This  offers  almost  no  additional  guidance  on  the  future  of  the  UK’s  trading  and  other 
relationships  with  the  EU after  2020. Sources  of  public  finances,  bank  lending  and  household 
income continue to be relatively scarce but general price inflation is expected to increase slightly 
towards the MPC’s 2% target in the near term (January 2020 1.8%).  The forecast predicts that 
excess  demand  in  relation  to  subdued  supply  growth  will  result  in inflation  settling  at  a  rate 
slightly above  the  target by  the  end  of  the  calendar  year. In  relation  to  access  to  jobs  and  the

labour market, in South Ayrshire unemployment at the end of September 2019 was higher than
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the UK and Scottish average (4.2% against 3.9%) and the prospects for significant new 

employment opportunities in the local area would seem limited. It is interesting to note that in 

South Ayrshire (SA) the majority of businesses (87.6%) employ 9 people or less and are classified 

as micro businesses. 1 There are less full time jobs in South Ayrshire proportionately than the UK 

– 65.2% in SA against 67.6% in the UK with a greater number of part time jobs 34.8% against 

32.4% in the UK.  Of the 46,000 jobs in SA - 29% work in health, social work and administration; 

17% work in retail; 11% work in hotel and catering; 6% in education; 5% in both construction and 

transportation and 4% in professional, scientific and technical roles.  The remainder are spread 

throughout IT, financial services, arts, and entertainment. 

The prospects for the Scottish economy are not as good as in previous years, which showed 

robust rates of growth and outperformed the UK average. The recent EY Scottish ITEM Club 2020 

Forecast predicts Scotland’s growth to fall markedly to 1% in 2020, dropping from a recorded 

1.3% growth in 2019 and their prediction of 1.5% growth envisaged in summer 2019.    

Scotland has suffered from falling employment levels, skills gaps and a contracting working age 

population, resulting in expected near and longer term economic slowdown. Post Brexit 

uncertainty is expected to continue to encourage businesses to delay and postpone projects 

affecting recruitment decisions and increased employment levels.  

Welfare reforms and continued pressure on general household incomes continue to raise issues 

for us regarding: 

• staffing levels and the narrowing focus of their activities  

• internal processes and procedures, including Board scrutiny 

• IT systems – more remote access and working 

• skills issues of staff involved in offering advice and assistance 

• government ability to deliver efficient IT systems to cope 

• long lead times in processing Universal Credit applications 

 

Business Plan and Performance Targets 

One key business objective is to support our tenants stay in their current home for as long as they 

wish.  Welfare reforms run counter to that objective and will undermine the ability of some 

tenants to sustain their tenancy and in turn could undermine our Business Plan.  It may be 

difficult for us to maintain current performance levels rather than striving to improve them.  Our 

business is bound to change over the coming years as increasing numbers of our tenants will 

experience some form of financial difficulty as a result of the reforms.   

Under Universal Credit (UC) we may still be required to collect cash directly from some tenants 

with the attendant risk of arrears increasing perhaps simply through tenants’ inability to budget 

effectively. To combat these risks Ayrshire Housing has already: 

 

1 Nomis – Labour Market Profile for South Ayrshire 
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• recruited two specialist money advice workers

• revised  the  establishment  upwards in  housing  management  staff to respond  to  the

additional workload

• introduced of an additional Senior Housing officer post

• revised roles and responsibilities within the teams

• introduced more methods of making payments

• focussed on training staff in welfare and benefit issues

• established a working relationship with a local Credit Union and promotion thereof

• collected household information to try to intervene positively at an early stage

• increased our frequency and style of communications with tenants

• changed our  allocations  policy  to  prioritise  internal  transfers  for  those  affected  by  the

bedroom tax

• provide digital training sessions for tenants

• improved signposting/information flows

In addition to the above our website was redesigned to be far more tenant focussed and we now 
offer  our tenants  the  opportunity  to  manage  their  account  remotely  through  a new web  based 
portal. Take  up  of  the  new service  has  been  very  encouraging and we  hope more  tenants  will 
utilise this service for rent enquiries, ordering repairs and so on which should allow existing staff 
time to be redirected to tenants with the greatest need of support and assistance.

Despite the foregoing concerns this budget reflects our ambition to continue delivering excellent 
service in our core activities of housing management and maintenance and allow us to continue 
to develop in  line  with  the  opportunities  available  to  us. Whilst  this activity  will  likely  see  an 
increase in the next 3 to 4 years the problem of site availability still prevails in South Ayrshire and 
particularly  in  the  high demand  towns  of  Ayr,  Prestwick  and  Troon.  There  are  also  some 
opportunities in rural areas and these will be pursued where possible.

As  Trustees,  you have  to  ensure  that  the  financial  strength  of  the  organisation  is  maintained 
going forward and a component of that objective is the value of the business in its entirety. The 
annual  rent  increase  is  a significant  factor in  this  as  our  business  plan  (and overall value)  is 
predicated on annual inflation matching (at least) rent rises. This is driven like all companies by 
rising input costs in line with inflation and growing customer demand. Company value is crucially 
important  for  our  dealings  with  lenders  not  only  for  negotiating  fresh  sources  of  finance  for 
development  activity  but  also  for  maintenance  of the covenants  embedded  into each loan 
agreement. It is also  important  to  ensure there  are adequate  funds  available  to  meet our 
obligations to  our  tenants in  all  aspects  of  our  activities and  to offer resilience to unexpected

events by holding sufficient, cash backed, reserves. 
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The value of our business is calculated using various factors and assumptions by independent 

valuers appointed by us.  The valuations of individual properties are used in aggregate for Annual 

Accounts purposes and loan security purposes for borrowings.  It is therefore preferable that we 

look to increase our rents by RPI plus a real increase of 1% to preserve this value.  This was the 

assumption made in the original LSVT valuation and the assumption used by the independent 

valuers for all stock. However, given uncertain economic conditions and the potential impact of 

the benefit changes described we have suggested that this year’s rent increase is 2.9% (last 

year’s increase was 3.0%). We consulted our tenants on the proposed increase on this basis and 

80% of respondents agreed that 2.9% was acceptable.  This is the same level of positive support 

that we have received in each of the last two years. We want to take note of that sentiment and 

have carefully constructed a budget that includes that increase. Our view is influenced by the fact 

that general inflation will likely increase in the coming year allied to the the known significant 

uplift due to the appointment of a new contractor for reactive repairs.  It is therefore prudent to 

allow for higher costs and take account of the increased development activity which of itself 

requires a degree of self-financing due to lower government grant rates.     

Key influences on the budget proposals include: 

 The annual staff salary, including the agreed increase of 1.6% and pension 

contribution including the  increased SHAPS past service deficit and increased 

SHAPS and Strathclyde pension fund contributions applicable from April 2020.  

 No increase in the staff establishment  

 Repairs budget increased by 30% to reflect the new contract, higher demand, unit 

numbers, age of stock and tenants’ priorities with improvements works fully funded 

via a specific budget 

 Void repairs increased over current level due to actual experience. 

 Void loss budget held at current budget level  

 Bad debt write-off budget maintained at current level. 

 Development opportunities ‘cross subsidised’ by existing tenants to an extent. 

 Cash flow risk due to welfare reforms. 

 Maintain sufficient reserves to cover general business risks 

As stated, it is proposed to increase our rents for the coming year by 2.9% (last year 3.0%) which 

is below of the figure of 3.2%, which would have been calculated using the ‘traditional’ method of 

December RPI, plus 1%. The proposed figure reflects a desire to minimise rent increases for our 

tenants whilst ensuring sufficient resources are available to maintain the level of service 

expected by them reflected in the 2019 tenant satisfaction survey but also to cushion the 

organisation from the many risks inherent in our sector and the wider economy. The figures 

disclosed herein align with our short, medium and long term forecasts.  
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2. Economic background 

The Bank of England (the Bank) expects growth this year to be unpredictable with outcomes very 

much dependent on the outcome of the Brexit negotiations, with some observers concerned 

about the likelihood and consequences of a no-deal Brexit should negotiations fail. Thus, the 

economic outlook will continue to depend significantly on the nature of EU withdrawal and how 

households, businesses and financial markets respond. 

The Bank is forecasting growth of 1.4% this year, up from actual growth of 1.0% for 2019 (Q4 to 

  

   

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

Q4). The Bank notes that the outlook for growth remains highly sensitive to the effects of Brexit.

As expected, the Bank kept interest rates on hold at 0.75% at its meeting in January 2020 having 
increased  them  to  that  level  in  August  2018  and  there  is  a  strong  possibility  that  they  may  be 
reduced to 0.5% in the near term.  This reflects changing views about the probabilities of different 
Brexit outcomes with the latest perceived probability of a disorderly Brexit following the transition

period i.e. our economy would be weaker.

Brexit worries

The  Bank  reported that  Brexit-related  developments,  such  as  stockbuilding  ahead  of  previous 
deadlines,  make  economic  predictions  volatile.   Underlying  economic growth  appears  to have 
slowed since 2018 reflecting both the impact of post-Brexit uncertainty on business investment 
and weaker global growth.  Evidence collected from companies suggests that uncertainty over the 
future of UK’s trading relationship with the EU has become more entrenched.

The Bank’s survey of 208 firms last year showed that half had started putting plans in place for a 
no-deal  Brexit.  The  survey  also  showed  that  a  fifth  had  taken  on  extra  warehouse  space. 
Increased  stockholding  at  higher than  normal  levels of  supplies  or  finished  goods  could  help 
protect  them  from  the  effects  of  any  temporary  disruption  in  cross-border  supply  chains. 
Increased stockholding is likely to be concentrated in goods sourced from the rest of the EU and 
seems  to  be  financed  simply by  drawing  on  cash  reserves which  may  further  limit  investment

potential in expanded or new facilities.

Interest rates

Interest rates remain at 0.75%, where they have been since the Bank of England last raised in 
interest rates in August 2018.

Many  economists think  that  once  the  uncertainty  over  Brexit is  lifted  then  the  economy  may 
suffer a period of instability leading to lower interest rates before the economy then accelerates

and the Bank will then have to raise interest rates to stop the economy overheating.

However,  recent  economic  data  has  indicated  weakness  in  the  UK  economy.  Growth  in  the

business  services  and  finance  where  output  growth  slowed  sharply,  according  to the survey  of
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purchasing managers (PMI Index). This is attributed to less appetite for investment in the UK 

leading to a weaker demand for related professional services. 

Jobs 

While the Bank cut its growth forecast it also noted the tightness of the labour market, where the 

unemployment rate is currently 3.9% (the lowest rate since the mid-1970s) and employment 

growth has softened. As a result, wage growth is stronger than in recent years and the number of 

vacancies has been on an upward trend recently. 

The Fraser of Allander Institute’s Economic Survey2 (‘the report’) published in December 2019 

highlights the beginning of our understanding of what the long-term future direction of the UK will 

be in economic terms in the context of trade negotiations which are now getting underway.  The 

transition period ends on 31 December 2020 and it is yet to be seen if the government will be 

able to negotiate a comprehensive trade agreement in that timescale.  What frictions could exist 

and what impact might this have on Scottish businesses? 

The underlying performance of the UK and Scottish economies continues to be a concern 

according to the report. Growth returned to the UK economy late in 2019 but recent figures show 

growth stalling – consistent with the Bank of England predictions.  Assuming a UK-EU trade deal 

is agreed during 2020, the report predicts growth of 1.3% for 2020 and 1.4% for both 2021 and 

2022.  If no deal is agreed, then growth could slow sharply by the end of 2020. 

In contrast, the labour market continues to hold up well, with employment relatively high at 74% 

whilst unemployment remains low at 4.2%, albeit slightly higher than the UK level it is a near 

record level for unemployment in Scotland. Recent data shows that for the first time for a few 

years the growth in full time employment has increased over part time work.  

Productivity is key to boosting earnings and growing the tax base and productivity is showing a 

small upward trend in Scotland. Productivity is the ratio of output to labour input – if the number 

of people working is increasing faster than the growth in output the contribution of each worker 

will fall.  This also implies that firms are ‘hoarding’ labour in order to retain skills and avoid costly 

recruitment exercises once the economy shows real growth and greater investment returns. 

There is a link between investment and productivity and low levels of business investment have 

been an unwelcome feature in recent years. 

Given ongoing uncertainties it is likely that businesses will continue holding back investment in 

the forthcoming months. This fragile confidence within businesses is caused by negative 

perceptions predominantly in relation to Brexit negotiations, which may even now result in a 

‘disorderly’ Brexit despite the UK, leaving the EU on 31 January 2020. In a speech on 9 January 

2020 the outgoing Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney, said that the Bank of England 

was prepared to take prompt action if economic weakness persists – a clear hint that interest 

rates would be cut if uncertainty over the future trading arrangements or subdued global growth 

continues to have an effect on demand. 

Inflation - CPI inflation was 1.4% in December 2019 (2.1% in December 2018)  

According to the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Report, published in January 2020, inflation 

is expected to remain below the 2% target for all of 2020 before rising towards the 2% target in 

2021. 

 

  2 Fraser of Allander Institute Economic Commentary Vol 43 No 4 
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Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21

In summary -

The  annual  budget  is  the  control  mechanism  which  the  Board  can  ensure  that our  short-term 
plans are deliverable and that the overall value of the company is protected. Through the budget 
setting process, the Board can lead and direct the organisation to achieve good outcomes for our 
tenants and other service users. The budget is presented in financial terms, reflecting the general 
economic conditions described above, but does not explain how the targets are to be achieved. 
This detail is highlighted in the Business Plan, the delivery plan and the departmental workplans 
that flow from it.  The latter currently forms the basis of our quarterly Digest reporting and related 
discussions at Board meetings. The annual budget setting process assures the Board that we are 
financially viable and the budget links to our key strategies.

As far as practicable the following sections provide commentary on the key features within each 
section. Hopefully you  will  find  these  comments helpful  in  understanding how the  figures have 
been  compiled  and  will  inform  future  Board  meetings  where  financial  performance  will  be 
reviewed.

The proposed budget for the year to 31 March 2020 is set out in the following pages, amongst 
which you will find the key points listed below: 

 Rents increased by 2.9% (last year 3.0%). This level of increase provides sufficient 

resources to continue to provide the levels of service expected of the organisation whilst 

maintaining our key financial performance indicators and allowing some flexibility perhaps 

to cover unpredicted repair expenditure.  

 Comparative rent increases for some locally based landlords and typical GWSF members 

are: 

o Shire HA    consulting on 1.5% or 2.0% 

o Irvine HA   consulting on 2.0 or 3.0% 

o ANCHO    consulting on 1.7% 

o Cunninghame HA   ?  

o Atrium HA    consulting on 2.6% or 3.1%   

o SAC    2% for this year and next 

o NAC    2.99%  

o EAC    consulting on 1.5% or 2.5% 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     

     

Maintenance budgets set at a level that includes the financial provision for improvements 
to  stock and  also  include  for  the  uplift  in  costs  following  the  appointment  of  a  new 
contractor  for  reactive  repairs.. The  Technical  Services  Manager  has  provided detailed 
estimates  of  the  anticipated  expenditure  in the  coming  year  and will continue to further 
develop the method of budgetary control to ensure greater control over expenditure, which 
in the budget year, will be £2.7M including improvement works. This equates to 37% (last

year 37%) of next  year’s total budgeted  income. We also feel  confident  that  we  have  a
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good understanding of our entire stock which has informed the investment profile for 

replacement and improvement work going forward. We have completed the 

implementation of a new module for our computer system which is fully integrated with our 

housing database.  This will allow further internal and external scrutiny of the data held and 

will inform our improvement programme going forward.  It should be noted that the figures 

presented do not include for any change to the original requirements of the SHQS or 

EESHH II   

 Enough resources to provide a continued high-quality reactive repairs service to all our 

tenants. The Tenant Satisfaction Survey carried out in 2019 and tenant focus group 

meetings indicated that of tenants’ desired priorities for Ayrshire Housing Repairs, 

Maintenance and Improvements remain their top priority alongside housing quality, 

maintaining good neighbourhoods, being kept informed and their landlord listening to them 

and acting on their requests.  

 Provision made for the new EVH pay rates which will be implemented from April onwards, 

using the agreed increase of 1.6%. 

 Budgeted surplus for the year £295k (last year £412k) in cash terms. The reduction can be 

attributed mainly to the additional budget for reactive repairs to accommodate the uplift in 

prices following the competitive tender exercise. We retain the cash previously allocated to 

finance charges for the Co-op loan which was repaid early to bolster our cash reserves and 

account for the Allia bond interest and capital payments repayable at the end of the bond 

periods.   

 Budgeted surplus for the year £1,768k (not including cash payments for major repairs) 

based on accepted accounting conventions. The outturn surplus for 2019/20 is predicted 

to be £2,277k (again excluding major repairs which are capitalised). 

 Interest payments on borrowings totalling £1.3M for the year (£1.2M last year). 

 A re-energised development programme reflecting our desire to remain involved in 

providing new housing. 

 Maintaining arrears and bad debts levels. 

The figures demonstrate that we will produce a surplus over expenditure if key assumptions 

occur.   

The graph below shows the overall income and expenditure of Ayrshire Housing for the last 10 

years including the proposed budgeted figures. It shows that our operating costs in total have 

been well managed and have not increased in line with turnover growth.  Financing costs are a 

function of absolute amounts borrowed and the mix of fixed and variable rate products applied, 

and interest rate fluctuations experienced. 
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This year’s projected surplus is derived after taking a prudent view on interest rates. The current 

expectation (February 2020) is that interest rates may reduce slightly during the budget year 

assuming a smooth transition for Brexit. The MPC has stated that they will take whatever action is 

necessary and it won’t be an automatic response. Our loan portfolio contains 60% of borrowing 

on fixed rates and the remainder ‘float’ on variable rates.  We put in place arrangements to fix a 

larger proportion of our debt on forward starting fixed rates which started in March 2013.  The 

rationale for doing this was to alter the balance of our portfolio in order to ensure that our long-

term finance charges were largely known and that they would be below the long-term rates used 

in our financial projections.  By using a forward start date, we were initially able to benefit from 

lower rates which have allowed us to build up cash reserves which will serve us well once the 

impact of the benefit changes fully impact our cash flow. We have 60% of our loans on a fixed 

rate and that our weighted average cost of capital (WACC) will be lower than that used in our long 

term planning even if gradual rate increases do materialise. 
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3. Budget Assumptions 

In compiling the budget for the year certain assumptions have been made in order to derive the 

income and expenditure figures. 

 Interest rates – The UK’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted to increase interest rates 

to 0.75% in August 2018. This rate has been maintained since. You will see in the graph 

below that some time ago we moved to lower than the formulaic rent increase basis of 

December RPI plus 1% to reflect the continuing financial difficulties households are facing. 

The proposed and accepted increases in previous years have been linked to business needs 

taking account of affordability concerns raised by previous Boards. It may be of interest to 

know that if we had simply applied RPI + 1% increases throughout this period our rents would 

be almost 8% higher than their current level i.e. almost £330 higher per annum. 

 

 

The graph below shows that we have consistently applied rent increases below that which the 

‘formula’ would have produced.  Of late, this has been in response to the emerging impact on 

household incomes of the welfare reforms and economic conditions generally. It is only 

recently that the regulator has been focussed on this issue and it is again to the credit of our 

Boards that we adopted this approach some years ago. 
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 Development Programme – we currently have one project on site for 27 units which will 

complete in Autumn of the budget year. There are other projects in our pipeline which 

may add a further 145 units to our stock. 

 

  

 

 

 

   

  

We are also party to Section 75 agreements for a further 47 units in Ayr and Fisherton 
but these depend on initial activity by the house builders concerned.

Given restricted resources  it  will  be  essential  for  us  to  critically  appraise  potential 
projects  and  prioritise  our  programme  towards  areas  of  highest  demand  and  minimum 
financial  risk. The  financial  projections  attached  to  this  report  include  the  additional 
units mentioned and demonstrates that they can be accommodated within our plans.

Ayrshire Homestake – this wholly owned subsidiary company was formed to deal with the

administration of the government’s Homestake initiative now called New Supply Shared

Equity (NSSE).  Given the current state of the housing market it is likely that there will be 
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no activity in this company for the year ahead unless we can create an innovative model 

to support our affordable housing building activity. 

 Management expenses – we have budgeted for 25.9 full time equivalent (FTE) posts on our 

establishment with a headcount of 31 staff.   

 Salaries - the pay award for next year has been agreed at 1.60% and is included.  

 Covenants – we have various loan covenants, which must be adhered to, embedded in the 

   

  

    

 

    

 

 

 

  

    

   

    

     

   

    

  

 

   

     

  

individual loan agreements  with our lenders.   The  budgeted  figures  mean  that  we  can 
meet all the obligations we have.

As  mentioned  in  the  Executive Report the  proposed  budget aims  to achieves the  balance 
between  being  able  to  maintain  and hopefully enhance  our  levels  of  service whilst maintaining 
the  value  of  the  company. The  figures  presented  here  allow  us  to  continue  to  operate  at  the 
desired  level  based  on  a  reasonable  increase  to  rental  levels after  reflecting  on  known  or 
potential increase in costs. We have also controlled our management costs in real terms, and we

believe this budget achieves this.

Key Assumptions:

The assumptions that have been made are:

Rents – increased by 2.9% (last year 3.0%)

Salaries – increased by the agreed 1.6% (last year 2.65%)

Establishment – all current posts provided for along with an element for maternity leave and/or

long-term sick cover to accommodate temporary staff should the need arise.

Inflation at December 2019: RPI measure – 2.2%; CPI measure – 1.4%

Interest rates – average weighted cost of capital no greater than 5.2% for the year

Employer’s pension rate – 30.8% including SHAPS past service deficit contribution and increased 
SHAPS  and Strathclyde  Pension  Fund  contributions. Past  service  deficit  requirement  hopefully

ends in 2 years’ time (percentage without would be 22.4%)

Employer’s NIC rate – 10.5% to reflect current levels

Gross Rent arrears – estimated increase to 5.0% (2.3% at December 2019)

Bad debts and void loss – 1.25% combined (last year’s budget 1.25% combined) 
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4. Financial Health - Risk Management and Financial Viability 

We are in the fortunate position of having built up significant cash reserves through prudent 

financial management by the current and previous Boards.  Not least, decisions not to immediately 

fix interest rates on new borrowings have borne fruit with substantial increases in our cash reserves 

through savings in interest paid.  Often though, a reader of our accounts may wonder why we have 

cash unutilised other than being invested in our housing.  The answer is really three-fold.  

Firstly, we need a degree of cash reserves to provide adequate working capital in turbulent or 

difficult times such as those envisaged for some time with the full implementation of Universal 

Credit (UC) together with unforeseen additional expenditures such as the introduction of SHQS, 

EESSH and the forthcoming EESSH II. 

Secondly, to allow the organisation to meet housing need in terms of new provision now that 

opportunities exist for a development programme of reasonable substance.  Current and past 

Boards are to be commended for the difficult but prudent stance they have taken in their view of 

both organisational risk and specific development risk and the decision to be very selective about 

any potential development. Ayrshire Housing is therefore financially viable and strong and will 

remain that way if we continue to manage the business in a similar manner. 

Thirdly, we account for the interest and capital repayment of the current Allia bonds in our rent roll 

so therefore our cash reserves increase since these bonds are repaid by a single (‘bullet’) 

repayment at the end of the term. 

In terms of cash reserves, it is possible to demonstrate how much of our cash reserves should be 

available to accommodate the many and various risks associated with a business such as ours.  

Recently risks have become apparent which have not been on the horizon of housing organisations. 

Of continued concern is the impact of welfare reforms and subsidy levels for affordable housing but 

there are many risks which we have identified, and these can be found in Annex 2 to this report. If 

these possible events have financial impacts and probabilities added to them, it is possible to 

calculate that we should have some £2.4M of free reserves to fully cope with the financial risks.  It 

is possible to graph these and illustrate the distribution of risks in terms of their probability. 
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Risk and Resilience –  

The social housing sector in Scotland confronts a wide array of risks both internal and external.  The 

risks identified are hopefully mitigated by Board and management action but there is reassurance 

that if certain events do occur as predicted then the organisation is sufficiently resilient to cope. We 

can demonstrate that we have the capacity to withstand shocks and maintain both purpose and 

function. 

Thus, the Board can be reassured that Ayrshire Housing remains financially viable and is resilient to 

unforeseen risk. The information provided in the budget report hopefully affords the Board 

reassurance on the following key reporting outcomes: 

 Good understanding of the demands on cash flows and how these link to the business 

plan. 

 Debt and covenant position – Board reassured that covenants are within thresholds. 

 Good understanding of the investment requirements needed to sustain services and 

maintain assets over their lifetime and what any funding requirements are. 

 Good understanding of how to react to unforeseen circumstances and what levels of 

working capital are available to deal with negative situations. 

 Clear insight through performance indicators into how the business is performing. 
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING

PROJECTED BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MARCH 2020 and 31 MARCH 2021

31 March 2020 31 March 2021

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

Housing, land and Buildings

At Valuation 65,843 71,718

65,843 71,718

Non housing assets 620 588

66,463 72,306

CURRENT ASSETS

Rental debtors 212 376

Other debtors and  prepayments 96 130

Money market deposits 5,476 5,793

Cash at Bank 40 18

Cash in Hand -            -            

5,824 6,317

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Rents pre-paid (183) (196)

Retentions (151) (181)

Loans due within 1 year (1,251) (1,271)

Other current liabilities (919) (722)

(2,504) (2,370)

NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES) 3,320 3,947

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 69,783 76,253

CREDITORS over one year

Long term loan finance (25,507) (25,787)

Deferred Income (2,749) (6,172)

Other Loans (529) (472)

Pension Liability (1,412) (1,412)

39,586 43,354

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

Share Capital -          -            

Revenue Reserve 25,513     27,281     

Designated Reserves -          -            

Revaluation Reserve 14,073     16,073     

39,586 43,354

Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21
5. Projected Balance Sheets
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE  - CASH BASIS

Draft Budget for Year ending 31 March 2021

Proposed Estimated

Budget Outturn Budget

2020/21 2019/20 2019/20

INCOME

Rent Receivable 7,503,908      7,174,467 7,171,702

Less : Voids and Bad Debts 93,799 78,018 89,646

NET RENTAL INCOME 7,410,109 7,096,449 7,082,056

Income from Garage lets 14,371 13,966 13,966

RTB/Other Sales - Surplus 0 43,000 0

Recoveries from Owners 24,000 24,071 24,000

Interest Receivable 20,000 18,161 11,000

TOTAL INCOME 7,468,480 7,195,646 7,131,022

EXPENDITURE

Reactive Repairs 771,400 572,768 580,000

Gas, Electrical Maintenance Checks & EPC's 175,450 169,776 222,000

Landscape Maintenance 164,285 153,201 159,500

Cyclical Repairs 150,000 147,051 145,000

Major Repairs 995,962 1,123,042 1,155,443

Void Property Repairs 315,580 323,688 275,000

Service Costs 144,510 129,330 121,000

TOTAL STOCK  EXPENDITURE 2,717,187 2,618,856 2,657,943

Management Costs 1,835,667 1,605,361 1,653,814

Insurance Costs - Housing Stock 62,400 55,891 60,000

Development 1,000 3,084 1,000

Loan Charges - Interest 1,286,778 983,256 1,221,082

Loan Repayments - Capital 1,270,851 1,044,641 1,124,711

TOTAL OTHER EXPENDITURE 4,456,696 3,692,234 4,060,607

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 7,173,883 6,311,090 6,718,550

ANNUAL CASHFLOW 294,597 884,557 412,472

Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21
6. Income and Expenditure
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING

PROJECTED INCOME AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR TO 31 MARCH 2021

(Accruals Basis)

Budget

Budget Outturn Unit Cost

£ £ £

INCOME

Rent receivable 7,503,908 7,174,467

Voids and Bad Debts 93,799 78,018

7,410,109 7,096,449

Garage income 14,371 13,966

Owners recoveries 24,000 24,071

7,448,480 7,134,485

OPERATING COSTS

Management 1,778,003 1,553,361 £1,082 24%

Insurance Costs - Housing Stock 62,400 55,891 £38 1%

Service Costs 144,510 129,330 £88 2%

Routine Maintenance 946,850 742,544 £576 13%

Planned Maintenance - capitalised see below - -

Cyclical Maintenance 150,000 147,051 £91 2%

Open space maintenance 164,285 153,201 £100 2%

Void Repairs 315,580 323,688 £192 4%

Depreciation - Housing and other assets 852,000 830,103 £519 11%

4,413,628 3,935,169 59%

OPERATING SURPLUS 3,034,851 3,199,316 41%

Gain on Sale of properties 0 43,000

3,034,851 3,242,316

Interest Payable (1,286,778) (983,256)

Interest Receivable 20,000            18,161

(1,266,778) (965,095)

Overall Surplus 1,768,074      2,277,221

Retained in Reserves 1,768,074      2,277,221      

Reconciliation to I&E (Cash Flow)

Surplus reported above 1,768,074       2,277,221       

Add: Depreciation 852,000          830,103          

Add: Development Allowances -                   -                   

2,620,074       3,107,324       

Less:

Development Costs written off 1,000               3,084               

Development Costs capitalised 37,663            32,000            

Planned Maintenance - capitalised see below 995,962 1,123,042       

Equipment purchases capitalised 20,000            20,000            

Loan repayments 1,270,851       1,044,641       

Projected Increase in Cash 294,597         884,557         

Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21
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Ayrshire Housing

Cash flow forecast for the year to 31 March 2021

Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Total

Opening balance 5,516,000      5,775,290      5,669,232      6,907,155      6,941,230      7,006,298      7,053,513      7,090,447      7,121,987      7,043,425      6,917,857      6,465,203      5,516,000      

Operating activities:

Rent and service charges 887,618          605,858          591,593          599,385          586,603          618,788          600,262          587,955          591,072          579,645          573,258          588,071          7,410,109       

Other operating income 3,453               2,302               1,919               2,302               2,686               3,070               2,686               3,837               3,453               3,453               4,604               4,604               38,371             

Service Costs 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 12,043 144,510

Salary and admin costs 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 158,256 1,899,067

Responsive repairs 113,619 75,746 63,122 75,746 88,370 100,994 88,370 126,243 113,619 113,619 151,492 151,492 1,262,430

Cyclical/landscaping 15,714 15,714 15,714 28,286 28,286 28,286 28,286 28,286 31,429 31,429 31,429 31,429 314,285

Net cash flow from 591,440 346,403         344,377         327,358         302,335         322,280         315,995         266,966         279,180         267,753         224,644         239,457         3,828,188       

operating activities

Returns and servicing of 

finance:

Interest received 559                  856                  3,231               745                  381                  2,237               1,548               682                  3,020               1,544               1,755               3,442               20,000             

Interest paid 35,991             55,048             207,878          47,918             24,502             143,916          99,578             43,896             194,305          99,369             112,906          221,472          1,286,778       

Net cash flow from returns 35,431 54,192 204,647 47,173 24,121 141,679 98,031 43,214 191,285 97,824 111,152 218,030 1,266,778

and servicing of finance

Net cash flow from taxation

Investing activities:

Acq & construction of properties 0 300,000 500,000 630,000 1,220,000 428,000 475,000 550,000 700,000 650,000 1,070,000 1,200,000 7,723,000

Improvement works 139,200 105,400 100,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 51,362 995,962

Acquisition of other assets 0

Sale of properties 0

Sale of other assets 0

Grants received -                   100,000          200,000          480,000          1,100,000       400,000          400,000          450,000          845,000          650,000          797,000          750,000          6,172,000

Grants received - other -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   0

Net cash flow from 139,200 305,400 400,000 150,000 120,000 28,000 75,000 100,000 55,000 200,000 473,000 501,362 2,546,962

investing activities

Financing:

Loans received 1,551,000       1,551,000       

Loans repaid 157,519          92,869             52,807             96,109             93,147             105,385          106,030          92,212             111,458          95,497             93,147             174,671          1,270,851       

Net cash flow from 157,519 92,869 1,498,193 96,109 93,147 105,385 106,030 92,212 111,458 95,497 93,147 174,671 280,149

financing activities

Closing balance 5,775,290      5,669,232      6,907,155      6,941,230      7,006,298      7,053,513      7,090,447      7,121,987      7,043,425      6,917,857      6,465,203      5,810,597      5,810,597      

Cash Monitor - Year Cumulative OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK

Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21
7. Cash Flow
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8. Notes on Operational Income and Expenditure 

 Rents increased by 2.9% (last year 3.0%) per property (including lock-ups) 

 Voids and Bad Debts assumed at 1.25% (last year 1.25%) to reflect the projected level of 

void loss and predicted bad debt write off.  

 Bad Debt provision will be reviewed in line with ongoing analysis by Housing Officers and 

presented to Board for approval to write off in February or March each year. 

 Maintenance costs have been prepared in consultation with our Technical Services 

Manager and incorporates the costs from our Planned Maintenance software for major 

repairs. These figures take cognisance of the work required to maintain the current Scottish 

Housing Quality Standard requirements and incorporates any costs associated with current 

EESSH compliance.   

9. Development Programme and Capital Expenditure 

It is probable that the next few years will see a more significant return to new housing 

development by Ayrshire Housing perhaps amounting to around 145 units. We will continue to 

seek longer-term development opportunities as well subject to protecting our financial strength. 

The Board is keen to develop other business areas which focus on adding to the services that we 

offer our tenants and the communities they live in and the new tenant hub will form part of these 

initiatives. Some of this work may be modest but it can none the less be of real value.  We have 

the resources within the organisation to generate and develop ideas which will hopefully deliver 

that objective. 

Capital Expenditure 

We have budgeted £20,000, which will be used to replace computer equipment as part of a 

rolling improvement programme and continue the development of mobile/remote working for our 

housing and maintenance personnel to improve efficiency and effectiveness. 

   10. Loans 

You will be aware of our reliance on loan finance to meet the difference between grant and total 

project costs of the development programme, which supported the rapid growth of the company 

in recent years.   

Our borrowings will be £26.7M at the end of March 2020. This includes the new borrowings we 

will draw in relation to the project at Elba Street, Ayr. 

Our exposure to interest rate fluctuation is ‘hedged’ by the use of simple fixed interest rate 

products. It has in the past been sensible to opt for variable interest products but we made the 

move to a far greater percentage of our loan portfolio to fixed rate products. The switch has 

altered the ratio to 60% fixed and 40% variable.  The increased costs associated are 

accommodated within the business plan projections and whilst more expensive offers protection 

from variations in interest rates which may happen depending on economic factors and has 

mitigated the risk of the banks pursuing us to renegotiate rates. The weighted average cost of 

funds is below the assumed long term rates used in our financial projections. 
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING

MANAGEMENT COSTS 

FOR THE YEAR TO 31 MARCH 2021 Estimated

Proposed 

Budget Budget Outturn

2020/21 2019/20 Difference 2019/20

STAFF COSTS

Basic 1,010,775       964,787          45,988         916,436          

Allowances 30,262            30,905            642-               30,711            

Employers NIC 105,764          101,303          4,461            93,364            

Employers Superannuation 310,666          217,220          93,446 208,585          

Training 14,000            14,000            -                13,427            

1,471,467      1,328,214      143,253      1,262,523      

ACCOMMODATION

Repairs 2,000              2,000              -                1,740              

Water Rates 3,700              3,700              0 3,691              

General Expenses 12,000            9,000              3,000 9,368              

Refuse Collection & Office Cleaning 2,000              1,400              600 1,592              

Heating and Lighting 16,000            12,000            4,000 11,845            

35,700           28,100           7,600 28,235           

TENANT PARTICIPATION

Tenant Participation 25,000            25,000            0 19,434            

25,000           25,000           0 19,434           

TRANSPORT

Travel and Subsistence 25,000            22,500            2,500 24,404            

25,000           22,500           2,500 24,404           

SUPPLIES

Equipment Purchases 20,000            20,000            0 20,000            

Computer Mailboxes 7,500              3,000              4,500 9,700              

Computer Licenses 28,000            26,000            2,000 25,618            

Leasing Costs 25,000            21,000            4,000 23,382            

Postage 14,000            13,500            500 11,220            

Copying charges and Stationery 15,000            13,500            1,500 11,373            

109,500         97,000           12,500 101,293         

SERVICES

Council Tax - Void properteis 4,000              4,000              0 1,315              

IT Consultancy 12,000            10,000            2,000 11,880            

Legal Fees 42,500            35,000            7,500 36,621            

Consultancy Fee 25,000            23,000            2,000 25,487            

Audit Fees - Internal and External 10,000            9,000              1,000 10,000            

93,500           81,000           12,500 85,303           

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Calls and Line Rentals 14,000            13,500            500 13,931            

14,000           13,500           500 13,931           

MISCELLANEOUS

Bank Charges and Services 21,000            19,000            2,000 22,488            

Discount allowed 1,500              1,500              0 1,777              

Insurance - non housing stock 15,000            14,000            1,000 13,352            

Subscriptions and Donations 20,000            20,000            0 14,817            

Conferences and Seminars 2,500              2,500              0 5,148              

Development Overhead costs 1,000              1,000              0 3,084              

Advertising and Recruitment 1,500              1,500              0 9,572              

62,500           59,500           3,000 70,239           

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 1,836,667      1,654,814      181,853 1,605,361      

Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21
11. Management Costs (detailed breakdown)
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12. Notes on Management Expenses 

 Staff costs based on an increased establishment of 25.9 Full Time Equivalents (FTE).  

 Budget includes the agreed pay award of 1.60% (last year 2.65%). The actual increase was 

agreed via the collective bargaining arrangements managed on our behalf by EVH. 

 No additional posts have been budgeted for.   

 Employer’s superannuation contribution 30.8% of basic payroll cost for all staff and 

including the funds required for the SHAPS past service deficit contribution and increased 

SHAPS and Strathclyde Pension fund costs. 

 We have included an allowance for long term sickness and maternity leave cover. 

 Training costs included at £16.5k for staff and committee development including 

conferences and seminars. 

 In overall terms (excluding salary costs) increased management costs over last year’s 

budget to address increased office costs associated with the new office extension and 

additional amounts to cover a change in the way we deliver our desk top services by using 

cloud services rather than office based server solutions. 

 Tenant participation costs estimated at £25k to take account of various activities 

associated with our support for our tenants. 

 Equipment purchases have been budgeted at £20k to accommodate equipment 

replacement but also to continue to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our 

operations in terms of remote access and working.  

 Leasing costs cover our franking machine and colour copier. The latter allows us to produce 

various high-quality documents in-house without having to regularly revert to external 

printing companies.   

 Consultancy fees are budgeted at £25k to cover the various professionals on whom we rely 

for a variety of services not available internally.  This includes a provision for the cost of an 

interim valuation of stock which is required for accounting purposes.   

 Legal costs are budgeted at £42.5k to provide for the different advice we require.  This 

covers housing management, employment and governance issues etc.  

 Bank charges have been set at a rate that reflects the usage level we experience following 

the introduction of AllPay cards with which our tenants make rent payments and also the 

charges we incur for day-to-day banking.  

 Subscriptions include the SFHA and EVH affiliation fees.  

 Advertising and recruitment estimated at £1,500 with the hope that we do not experience 

much staff turnover in the budget year.  
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

BASED ON PROJECTED BALANCE SHEET AND BUDGETED INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

BUDGET ESTIMATED

2020/21 2019/20

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS

Current assets : Current liabilities 2.67 2.33

Cash : Current liabilities 2.45 2.20

Gearing Ratio (loans divided by reserves) 0.62 0.68

Income on lettings : Interest payable 5.83 7.30

Average Cost of Capital 5.20% 4.16%

Housing Debt per Unit (including units under development) 16,087£     16,286£       

Operating Surplus : Interest payable 2.36 3.25

Operating surplus plus housing depreciation : Interest payable 3.02 4.10

Operating surplus % turnover 40.74% 44.84%

CORE BUSINESS INDICATORS

Rent arrears % annual rent receivable 5.01% 2.95%

Void losses % rent receivable to date 1.00% 0.79%

Bad debts % rent receivable to date 0.25% 0.30%

Management costs % rental income 23.9% 21.8%

All Maintenance costs % rental income 36.5% 36.7%

Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21
13. Key Ratios
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Ayrshire Housing

Covenant Information Year ended 31 March 2021
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Ayrshire Housing Budget Report and Financial Forecast 2020/21
14. Covenants

Our lenders impose, through the loan agreements, certain obligations which must not be breached. The budgeted figures presented above do 
not breach any of the covenants which are currently in place. Our projected covenant position by lender is shown in the following table: 
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15. Recommendations 

The Board is asked to approve the budget for 2020/21 as detailed in the foregoing pages.   
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING Outturn 1 2 3 4 5

30 YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 2019/20 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

Units at end 1,616                   1,649                   1,738                   1,806                 1,812                1,818                

Units average 1,593                   1,633                   1,694                   1,772                 1,809                1,815                

INCOME

Rent receivable 7,174,467.0        7,501,610.4        8,015,373.1        8,638,523         9,083,465         9,432,569         

Voids 68,018.0              56,262.1              88,169.1              86,385               90,835              94,326              

7,106,449.0      7,445,348.3      7,927,204.0      8,552,138       8,992,631       9,338,243       

Garage income 13,966.0              14,366.0              15,349.9              16,543               17,395              18,064              

Owners recoveries 24,071.0              23,997.8              25,392.3              27,101               28,220              29,021              

7,144,486.0      7,483,712.1      7,967,946.2      8,595,782       9,038,246       9,385,328       

OPERATING COSTS

Management costs 1,553,361.0        1,777,466.0        1,789,979.9        1,927,027.1      2,021,086.0     2,121,964.7     

Insurance Costs - Housing Stock 55,891.0              62,377.8              66,326.4              71,135.8           74,436.7           76,924.1           

Service Costs 129,330.0           144,459.9           153,604.3           164,742.5         172,386.9         178,147.5         

Routine Maintenance 742,544.0           946,556.2           1,006,473.3        1,079,455.2      1,129,544.5     1,167,289.7     

Planned Maintenance 1,123,042.0        995,962.0           1,340,939.0        1,422,833.0      1,496,196.0     1,577,879.0     

Cyclical Maintenance 147,051.0           149,961.5           159,454.0           171,016.5         178,952.0         184,931.9         

Open space maintenance 153,201.0           164,229.5           174,625.3           187,287.8         195,978.4         202,527.2         

Void Repairs 323,688.0           315,480.6           335,450.6           359,775.0         376,469.4         389,049.6         

Bad debts/devt written off 10,000.0              37,508.1              40,076.9              43,192.6           45,417.3           47,162.8           

Depreciation 830,103.0           851,740.6           905,655.9           971,327.3         1,016,399.2     889,191.9         

5,068,211.0      5,445,742.1      5,972,585.4      6,397,793       6,706,866       6,835,069       

OPERATING SURPLUS 2,076,275.0      2,037,970.0      1,995,360.8      2,197,989       2,331,379       2,550,260       

Gain on Sale of properties 43,000.0              -                        -                        -                     -                     -                     

2,119,275.0      2,037,970.0      1,995,360.8      2,197,989       2,331,379       2,550,260       

Interest Payable 983,256.0-           1,286,777.9-        1,275,197.7-        1,506,586.8-      1,706,556.3-     1,804,992.6-     

Interest Receivable 18,161.0              20,000.0              25,000.0              25,000               25,000              25,000              

965,095.0-           1,266,777.9-        1,250,197.7-        (1,481,587) (1,681,556) (1,779,993)

Overall Surplus 1,154,180.0      771,192.2         745,163.2         716,402          649,823          770,267          

Surplus adjusted for capitalised works 2,277,222.0      1,767,154.2      2,086,102.2      2,139,235       2,146,019       2,348,146     

Retained in Reserves 1,154,180.0      771,192.2         745,163.2         716,402          649,823          770,267          

Add: depreciation 830,103.0           851,740.6           905,655.9           971,327 1,016,399 889,192

1,984,283.0        1,622,932.7        1,650,819.0        1,687,729         1,666,222         1,659,459         

Development Costs capitalised 35,400.0              37,663.0              38,792.9              39,956.7           41,155.4           42,390              

Equipment purchases capitalised 20,000.0              20,000.0              25,000.0              25,000               25,000              25,000              

Loan Repayments 1,044,641           1,270,851           1,446,926           1,370,313         1,372,173         1,398,444         

Cash Increase 884,242£          294,419£          140,100£          252,460£        227,894£        193,625£        

Assumptions

Inflation 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.5%

Rent Increase 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.5%

Operating cost increase 2.0% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 3.0%

Direct Maint Cost inc 2.0% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 3.0%

PROJECTED BALANCE SHEETS 1 2 3 4 5

2019/20 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

Intangible Fixed Assets nil nil nil nil nil nil

Tangible Fixed Assets

Housing properties - Valuation or 

under construction at cost 63,924.7          71,132.6          72,261.3          72,819.3        74,133.6        75,615.1        

Less:  Housing depreciation 830.1                851.7                905.7                971.3              1,016.4          889.2             

-                     -                     -                     -                   -                  -                  

63,094.6          70,280.9          71,355.6          71,848.0        73,117.2        74,725.9        

Investments -                     -                     -                     -                   -                  -                  

Other fixed assets 620.0                588.0                556.0                539.0              522.0             490.0             

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 63,714.6          70,868.9          71,911.6          72,387.0        73,639.2        75,215.9        

Current Assets

Net rental debtors 212.0                376.2                377.3                379.2              380.8             382.7             

Other debtors, stock & WIP 96.0                  130.0                147.1                149.0              150.1             151.7             

Investments (non-cash)

Cash at bank and in hand 5,516.0             5,810.4             5,950.5             6,203.0          6,430.9          6,624.5          

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 5,824.0             6,316.6             6,474.9             6,731.1          6,961.7          7,158.9          

Creditors : Amounts falling due within One Year

Loans & overdrafts due within one year 1,251.0             1,270.9             1,446.9             1,370.3          1,372.2          1,398.4          

Other short-term creditors 1,253.0             855.0                954.5                1,179.1          927.9             1,699.9          

NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES) 3,320.0             4,190.8             4,073.5             4,181.7          4,661.7          4,060.5          

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 67,034.6         75,059.6         75,985.1         76,568.7       78,300.9      79,276.4      

Creditors : Amounts falling due After One Year

Loans due after one year 25,507.0          30,293.9          28,467.5          26,911.8        25,497.8        24,125.6        

Commercial Loan 529.0                471.7                414.4                357.1              

Strathclyde Pension Liability 811.0                811.0                811.0                811.0              811.0             811.0             

SHAPS Pension Liability 601.0                601.0                700.0                700.0              700.0             700.0             

-                   -                  

NET ASSETS 39,586.6         43,353.8         46,006.7         48,145.9       51,291.9      53,640.1      

Capital & Reserves

Share capital

Negative goodwill

Revaluation reserve 14,073.0          16,073.0          16,639.8          16,639.8        17,639.8        17,639.8        

Restricted, designated & revenue reserves 25,513.6          27,280.8          29,366.9          31,506.1        33,652.1        36,000.3        

TOTAL CAPITAL & RESERVES 39,586.6         43,353.8         46,006.7         48,145.9       51,291.9      53,640.1      
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING 6 7 8 9 10

30 YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30

Units at end 1,818                1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

Units average 1,818                1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

INCOME

Rent receivable 9,778,845         10,121,105       10,374,132       10,633,486       10,899,323       

Voids 97,788              101,211             103,741             106,335             108,993             

9,681,057       10,019,894      10,270,391      10,527,151      10,790,330      

Garage income 18,727              19,382               19,867               20,364               20,873               

Owners recoveries 29,796              30,541               31,305               32,087               32,889               

9,729,580       10,069,817      10,321,563      10,579,602      10,844,092      

OPERATING COSTS

Management costs 2,141,455         2,189,299          2,219,178          2,471,153          2,545,288          

Insurance Costs - Housing Stock 79,363              81,744               84,196               86,722               89,324               

Service Costs 183,795            189,309             194,988             200,838             206,863             

Routine Maintenance 1,204,296         1,240,425          1,277,637          1,315,966          1,355,445          

Planned Maintenance 1,874,986.0     2,008,347.0      2,251,642.0      2,086,383.0      1,715,960.0      

Cyclical Maintenance 190,795            196,519             202,414             208,487             214,741             

Open space maintenance 208,948            215,216             221,673             228,323             235,173             

Void Repairs 401,383            413,425             425,828             438,602             451,761             

Bad debts/devt written off 48,894              50,606               51,871               53,167               54,497               

Depreciation 915,868            943,344             971,644             1,000,793          1,030,817          

7,249,783       7,528,232        7,901,071        8,090,435        7,899,868        

OPERATING SURPLUS 2,479,797       2,541,585        2,420,492        2,489,166        2,944,224        

Gain on Sale of properties -                     -                      -                      -                      -                      

2,479,797       2,541,585        2,420,492        2,489,166        2,944,224        

Interest Payable 1,889,506.7-     1,799,589.1-      1,921,594.2-      1,875,515.1-      1,755,277.8-      

Interest Receivable 25,000              25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

(1,864,507) (1,774,589) (1,896,594) (1,850,515) (1,730,278)

Overall Surplus 615,290          766,996           523,897           638,651           1,213,946        

Surplus adjusted for capitalised works 2,490,276     2,775,343      2,775,539      2,725,034      2,929,906      

Retained in Reserves 615,290          766,996           523,897           638,651           1,213,946        

Add: depreciation 915,868 943,344 971,644 1,000,793 1,030,817

1,531,158         1,710,339          1,495,542          1,639,445          2,244,763          

Development Costs capitalised 43,662              44,972               46,321               47,710               49,142               

Equipment purchases capitalised 25,000              25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

Loan Repayments 1,325,748         1,478,300          1,245,784          1,540,421          1,899,483          

Cash Increase £136,748 £162,068 £178,437 £26,313 £271,138

Assumptions

Inflation 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Rent Increase 3.5% 3.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Operating cost increase 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Direct Maint Cost inc 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

PROJECTED BALANCE SHEETS 6 7 8 9 10

2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30

Intangible Fixed Assets nil nil nil nil nil

Tangible Fixed Assets

Housing properties - Valuation or 

under construction at cost 76,179.9        77,231.4         78,159.7         80,875.4         82,612.6         

Less:  Housing depreciation 915.9             943.3              971.6              1,000.8           1,030.8           

-                  -                   -                   -                   -                   

75,264.0        76,288.0         77,188.0         79,874.6         81,581.7         

Investments -                  -                   -                   -                   -                   

Other fixed assets 458.0             426.0              394.0              362.0              330.0              

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 75,722.0        76,714.0         77,582.0         80,236.6         81,911.7         

Current Assets

Net rental debtors 384.6             386.5              388.5              390.4              392.4              

Other debtors, stock & WIP 153.4             155.0              156.9              158.4              160.0              

Investments (non-cash)

Cash at bank and in hand 6,719.0          6,951.0           7,029.6           7,128.7           6,480.9           

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 7,257.0          7,492.6           7,575.0           7,677.5           7,033.3           

Creditors : Amounts falling due within One Year

Loans & overdrafts due within one year 1,436.7          1,478.3           1,416.9           1,540.4           1,899.5           

Other short-term creditors 1,174.1          1,020.8           1,435.3           1,761.1           1,043.8           

NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES) 4,646.2          4,993.5           4,722.7           4,376.0           4,090.0           

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 80,368.2      81,707.5       82,304.8       84,612.6       86,001.8       

Creditors : Amounts falling due After One Year

Loans due after one year 22,727.2        21,290.5         19,812.2         18,395.3         16,854.9         

Commercial Loan

Strathclyde Pension Liability 811.0             811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              

SHAPS Pension Liability 700.0             700.0              

NET ASSETS 56,130.4      58,905.7       61,681.2       65,406.3       68,335.9       

Capital & Reserves

Share capital

Negative goodwill

Revaluation reserve 17,639.8        17,639.8         17,639.8         18,639.8         18,639.8         

Restricted, designated & revenue reserves 38,490.6        41,265.9         44,041.4         46,766.5         49,696.4         

TOTAL CAPITAL & RESERVES 56,130.4      58,905.7       61,681.2       65,406.3       68,336.2       
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING 11 12 13 14 15

30 YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 2034/35

Units at end 1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

Units average 1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

INCOME

Rent receivable 11,171,806       11,451,101       11,737,379       12,030,813       12,331,583       

Voids 111,718             114,511             117,374             120,308             123,316             

11,060,088      11,336,590      11,620,005      11,910,505      12,208,267      

Garage income 21,395               21,929               22,478               23,040               23,616               

Owners recoveries 33,712               34,554               35,418               36,304               37,211               

11,115,194      11,393,074      11,677,901      11,969,848      12,269,094      

OPERATING COSTS

Management costs 2,621,647          2,700,296          2,781,305          2,864,744          2,950,686          

Insurance Costs - Housing Stock 92,003               94,763               97,606               100,534             103,550             

Service Costs 213,069             219,461             226,045             232,826             239,811             

Routine Maintenance 1,396,109          1,437,992          1,481,132          1,525,566          1,571,333          

Planned Maintenance 2,548,144.0      2,705,036.0      2,606,107.0      1,512,508.0      1,881,715.0      

Cyclical Maintenance 221,183             227,819             234,653             241,693             248,944             

Open space maintenance 242,228             249,495             256,979             264,689             272,630             

Void Repairs 465,313             479,273             493,651             508,461             523,714             

Bad debts/devt written off 55,859               57,256               58,687               60,154               61,658               

Depreciation 1,061,742          1,093,594          1,126,402          1,160,194          1,195,000          

8,917,297        9,264,984        9,362,567        8,471,369        9,049,041        

OPERATING SURPLUS 2,197,897        2,128,090        2,315,333        3,498,479        3,220,054        

Gain on Sale of properties -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

2,197,897        2,128,090        2,315,333        3,498,479        3,220,054        

Interest Payable 1,660,307.0-      1,577,824.6-      1,864,227.5-      2,041,278.8-      1,940,997.9-      

Interest Receivable 25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

(1,635,307) (1,552,825) (1,839,227) (2,016,279) (1,915,998)

Overall Surplus 562,590           575,265           476,106           1,482,201        1,304,056        

Surplus adjusted for capitalised works 3,110,734      3,280,301      3,082,213      2,994,709      3,185,771      

Retained in Reserves 562,590           575,265           476,106           1,482,201        1,304,056        

Add: depreciation 1,061,742 1,093,594 1,126,402 1,160,194 1,195,000

1,624,332          1,668,859          1,602,508          2,642,394          2,499,055          

Development Costs capitalised 50,616               52,134               53,698               55,309               56,969               

Equipment purchases capitalised 25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

Loan Repayments 1,500,329          1,303,039          1,275,468          1,402,980          1,584,218          

Cash Increase £48,387 £288,685 £248,341 £1,159,105 £832,869

Assumptions

Inflation 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Rent Increase 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Operating cost increase 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Direct Maint Cost inc 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

PROJECTED BALANCE SHEETS 11 12 13 14 15

2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 2034/35

Intangible Fixed Assets nil nil nil nil nil

Tangible Fixed Assets

Housing properties - Valuation or 

under construction at cost 84,112.9         85,399.2         87,002.7         88,966.8         90,139.3         

Less:  Housing depreciation 1,061.7           1,093.6           1,126.4           1,160.2           1,195.0           

-                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

83,051.1         84,305.6         85,876.3         87,806.6         88,944.3         

Investments -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Other fixed assets 298.0              266.0              234.0              202.0              170.0              

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 83,349.1         84,571.6         86,110.3         88,008.6         89,114.3         

Current Assets

Net rental debtors 394.3              396.3              398.3              400.3              402.3              

Other debtors, stock & WIP 161.2              162.7              164.7              166.3              168.0              

Investments (non-cash)

Cash at bank and in hand 6,604.9           6,970.8           7,297.8           8,537.2           9,452.1           

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 7,160.5           7,529.8           7,860.7           9,103.8           10,022.3         

Creditors : Amounts falling due within One Year

Loans & overdrafts due within one year 1,500.3           1,303.0           1,275.5           1,403.0           1,584.2           

Other short-term creditors 1,795.7           1,805.2           1,922.9           2,217.5           2,278.3           

NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES) 3,864.5           4,421.6           4,662.4           5,483.3           6,159.8           

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 87,213.6       88,993.1       90,772.7       93,491.9       95,274.1       

Creditors : Amounts falling due After One Year

Loans due after one year 14,955.4         13,455.1         12,152.0         10,876.5         9,473.6           

Commercial Loan

Strathclyde Pension Liability 811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              

SHAPS Pension Liability

NET ASSETS 71,447.2       74,727.1       77,809.7       81,804.4       84,989.5       

Capital & Reserves

Share capital

Negative goodwill

Revaluation reserve 18,639.8         18,639.8         18,639.8         19,639.8         19,639.8         

Restricted, designated & revenue reserves 52,807.1         56,087.4         59,169.6         62,164.3         65,350.1         

TOTAL CAPITAL & RESERVES 71,446.9       74,727.2       77,809.4       81,804.1       84,989.9       
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING 16 17 18 19 20

30 YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 2035/36 2036/37 2037/38 2038/39 2039/40

Units at end 1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

Units average 1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

INCOME

Rent receivable 12,639,873       12,955,870       13,279,766       13,611,761       13,952,055       

Voids 126,399             129,559             132,798             136,118             139,521             

12,513,474      12,826,311      13,146,969      13,475,643      13,812,534      

Garage income 24,206               24,811               25,431               26,067               26,719               

Owners recoveries 38,142               39,095               40,072               41,074               42,101               

12,575,822      12,890,217      13,212,473      13,542,785      13,881,354      

OPERATING COSTS

Management costs 3,039,207          3,130,383          3,224,295          3,321,024          3,420,654          

Insurance Costs - Housing Stock 106,657             109,857             113,152             116,547             120,043             

Service Costs 247,005             254,416             262,048             269,909             278,007             

Routine Maintenance 1,618,473          1,667,027          1,717,038          1,768,549          1,821,605          

Planned Maintenance 3,066,208.0      3,223,765.0      2,985,113.0      3,638,746.0      3,230,166.0      

Cyclical Maintenance 256,412             264,105             272,028             280,188             288,594             

Open space maintenance 280,808             289,233             297,910             306,847             316,052             

Void Repairs 539,426             555,609             572,277             589,445             607,128             

Bad debts/devt written off 63,199               64,779               66,399               68,059               69,760               

Depreciation 1,230,850          1,267,775          1,305,808          1,344,983          1,385,332          

10,448,245      10,826,947      10,816,067      11,704,297      11,537,343      

OPERATING SURPLUS 2,127,576        2,063,270        2,396,406        1,838,488        2,344,011        

Gain on Sale of properties -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

2,127,576        2,063,270        2,396,406        1,838,488        2,344,011        

Interest Payable 1,848,349.2-      1,755,700.5-      1,669,016.7-      1,585,197.6-      1,497,755.7-      

Interest Receivable 25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

(1,823,349) (1,730,700) (1,644,017) (1,560,198) (1,472,756)

Overall Surplus 304,227           332,569           752,389           278,290           871,256           

Surplus adjusted for capitalised works 3,370,435      3,556,334      3,737,502      3,917,036      4,101,422      

Retained in Reserves 304,227           332,569           752,389           278,290           871,256           

Add: depreciation 1,230,850 1,267,775 1,305,808 1,344,983 1,385,332

1,535,077          1,600,345          2,058,197          1,623,273          2,256,588          

Development Costs capitalised 58,678               60,438               62,251               64,119               66,042               

Equipment purchases capitalised 25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

Loan Repayments 1,393,541          1,463,645          1,369,412          1,324,157          1,381,389          

Cash Increase £57,858 £51,262 £601,535 £209,998 £784,157

Assumptions

Inflation 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Rent Increase 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Operating cost increase 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Direct Maint Cost inc 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

PROJECTED BALANCE SHEETS 16 17 18 19 20

2035/36 2036/37 2037/38 2038/39 2039/40

Intangible Fixed Assets nil nil nil nil nil

Tangible Fixed Assets

Housing properties - Valuation or 

under construction at cost 91,885.5         93,895.4         95,554.8         99,048.7         101,063.9      

Less:  Housing depreciation 1,230.8           1,267.8           1,305.8           1,345.0           1,385.3           

-                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

90,654.7         92,627.7         94,249.0         97,703.7         99,678.6         

Investments -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Other fixed assets 138.0              106.0              74.0                 42.0                 10.0                 

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 90,792.7         92,733.7         94,323.0         97,745.7         99,688.6         

Current Assets

Net rental debtors 404.3              406.3              408.3              410.4              412.4              

Other debtors, stock & WIP 169.4              171.2              173.0              174.7              176.0              

Investments (non-cash)

Cash at bank and in hand 9,523.5           9,660.2           10,349.0         10,648.1         11,523.3         

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 10,097.2         10,237.7         10,930.3         11,233.2         12,111.8         

Creditors : Amounts falling due within One Year

Loans & overdrafts due within one year 1,463.6           1,463.6           1,369.4           1,324.2           1,381.4           

Other short-term creditors 2,366.0           2,354.8           2,456.5           2,679.4           2,666.8           

NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES) 6,267.6           6,419.3           7,104.4           7,229.6           8,063.6           

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 97,060.3       99,153.0       101,427.3     104,975.3     107,752.1     

Creditors : Amounts falling due After One Year

Loans due after one year 7,889.3           6,425.7           4,962.1           3,592.6           2,268.5           

Commercial Loan

Strathclyde Pension Liability 811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              

SHAPS Pension Liability

NET ASSETS 88,359.9       91,916.3       95,654.3       100,571.7     104,672.6     

Capital & Reserves

Share capital

Negative goodwill

Revaluation reserve 19,639.8         19,639.8         19,639.8         20,639.8         20,639.8         

Restricted, designated & revenue reserves 68,720.5         72,276.9         76,014.4         79,931.4         84,032.8         

TOTAL CAPITAL & RESERVES 88,360.3       91,916.7       95,654.2       100,571.2     104,672.6     
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING 21 22 23 24 25

30 YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 2040/41 2041/42 2042/43 2043/44 2044/45

Units at end 1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

Units average 1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

INCOME

Rent receivable 14,300,856       14,658,377       15,024,837       15,400,458       15,785,469       

Voids 143,009             146,584             150,248             154,005             157,855             

14,157,847      14,511,794      14,874,588      15,246,453      15,627,615      

Garage income 27,387               28,072               28,773               29,493               30,230               

Owners recoveries 43,154               44,232               45,338               46,472               47,634               

14,228,388      14,584,098      14,948,700      15,322,418      15,705,478      

OPERATING COSTS -                      -                      

Management costs 3,523,274          3,628,972          3,737,841          3,849,977          3,965,476          

Insurance Costs - Housing Stock 123,645             127,354             131,175             135,110             139,163             

Service Costs 286,347             294,937             303,785             312,899             322,286             

Routine Maintenance 1,876,253          1,932,541          1,990,517          2,050,233          2,111,740          

Planned Maintenance 3,221,747.0      2,322,681.0      4,026,851.0      2,184,986.0      2,918,152.0      

Cyclical Maintenance 297,252             306,170             315,355             324,815             334,560             

Open space maintenance 325,534             335,300             345,359             355,720             366,391             

Void Repairs 625,342             644,103             663,426             683,328             703,828             

Bad debts/devt written off 71,504               73,292               75,124               77,002               78,927               

Depreciation 1,426,892          1,469,699          1,513,790          1,844,863          1,900,209          

11,777,790      11,135,048      13,103,223      11,818,933      12,840,732      

-                      -                      

OPERATING SURPLUS 2,450,598        3,449,050        1,845,477        3,503,485        2,864,746        

Gain on Sale of properties -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

2,450,598        3,449,050        1,845,477        3,503,485        2,864,746        

Interest Payable 1,414,194.4-      1,355,743.2-      1,296,890.4-      1,244,984.4-      1,193,078.4-      

Interest Receivable 25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

(1,389,194) (1,330,743) (1,271,890) (1,219,984) (1,168,078)

Overall Surplus 1,061,403        2,118,306        573,587           2,283,501        1,696,668        

Surplus adjusted for capitalised works 4,283,150      4,440,987      4,600,438      4,468,487      4,614,820      

Retained in Reserves 1,061,403        2,118,306        573,587           2,283,501        1,696,668        

Add: depreciation 1,426,892 1,469,699 1,513,790 1,844,863 1,900,209

2,488,295          3,588,005          2,087,377          4,128,364          3,596,876          

Development Costs capitalised 68,024               70,064               72,166               74,331               76,561               

Equipment purchases capitalised 25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

Loan Repayments 1,320,083          923,400             929,744             820,000             820,000             

Cash Increase £1,075,188 £2,569,541 £1,060,467 £3,209,032 £2,675,315

Assumptions

Inflation 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Rent Increase 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Operating cost increase 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Direct Maint Cost inc 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

PROJECTED BALANCE SHEETS 21 22 23 24 25

2040/41 2041/42 2042/43 2043/44 2044/45

Intangible Fixed Assets nil nil nil nil nil

Tangible Fixed Assets

Housing properties - Valuation or 

under construction at cost 102,900.3      103,701.1      106,391.3      106,871.5      108,972.7      

Less:  Housing depreciation 1,426.9           1,469.7           1,513.8           1,844.9           1,900.2           

-                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

101,473.4      102,231.4      104,877.5      105,026.6      107,072.5      

Investments -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Other fixed assets 22.0-                 54.0-                 86.0-                 118.0-              150.0-              

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 101,451.4      102,177.4      104,791.5      104,908.6      106,922.5      

Current Assets

Net rental debtors 414.5              416.6              418.7              420.7              422.8              

Other debtors, stock & WIP 177.7              179.9              181.6              183.4              184.9              

Investments (non-cash)

Cash at bank and in hand 12,691.5         15,356.1         16,513.7         19,822.1         22,599.0         

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 13,283.7         15,952.5         17,114.0         20,426.2         23,206.7         

Creditors : Amounts falling due within One Year

Loans & overdrafts due within one year 1,320.1           923.4              929.7              820.0              820.0              

Other short-term creditors 2,760.7           3,431.9           3,523.5           3,523.9           3,523.5           

NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES) 9,202.9           11,597.2         12,660.7         16,082.3         18,863.2         

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 110,654.3     113,774.6     117,452.2     120,990.9     125,785.8     

Creditors : Amounts falling due After One Year

Loans due after one year 887.1              433.0-              1,356.4-           2,286.1-           3,106.1-           

Commercial Loan

Strathclyde Pension Liability 811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              

SHAPS Pension Liability

NET ASSETS 108,956.2     113,396.6     117,997.6     122,466.0     128,080.9     

Capital & Reserves

Share capital

Negative goodwill

Revaluation reserve 20,639.8         20,639.8         20,639.8         20,639.8         21,639.8         

Restricted, designated & revenue reserves 88,316.0         92,757.0         97,357.4         101,825.9      106,440.7      

TOTAL CAPITAL & RESERVES 108,955.8     113,396.8     117,997.2     122,465.7     128,080.5     
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AYRSHIRE HOUSING 26 27 28 29 30

30 YEAR CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 2045/46 2046/47 2047/48 2048/49 2049/50

Units at end 1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

Units average 1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  1,818                  

INCOME

Rent receivable 16,180,106       16,584,609       16,999,224       17,424,204       17,859,810       

Voids 161,801             165,846             169,992             174,242             178,598             

16,018,305      16,418,763      16,829,232      17,249,962      17,681,211      

Garage income 30,986               31,760               32,554               33,368               34,203               

Owners recoveries 48,824               50,045               51,296               52,579               53,893               

16,098,115      16,500,568      16,913,082      17,335,909      17,769,307      

OPERATING COSTS -                      -                      -                      

Management costs 4,084,440          4,206,973          4,333,182          4,463,178          4,597,073          

Insurance Costs - Housing Stock 143,338             147,638             152,067             156,629             161,328             

Service Costs 331,955             341,913             352,171             362,736             373,618             

Routine Maintenance 2,175,092          2,240,345          2,307,555          2,376,782          2,448,085          

Planned Maintenance 2,094,492.0      2,683,619.0      2,500,000.0      2,500,000.0      2,500,000.0      

Cyclical Maintenance 344,596             354,934             365,582             376,550             387,846             

Open space maintenance 377,383             388,705             400,366             412,377             424,748             

Void Repairs 724,943             746,691             769,092             792,165             815,930             

Bad debts/devt written off 80,901               82,923               84,996               87,121               89,299               

Depreciation 1,957,215          2,015,932          2,076,409          2,138,702          2,202,863          

12,314,355      13,209,673      13,341,421      13,666,239      14,000,790      

-                      -                      -                      

OPERATING SURPLUS 3,783,760        3,290,895        3,571,661        3,669,670        3,768,516        

Gain on Sale of properties -                      -                      -                      

3,783,760        3,290,895        3,571,661        3,669,670        3,768,516        

Interest Payable 1,151,300.4-      1,119,650.4-      1,098,128.4-      -                      -                      

Interest Receivable 25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

(1,126,300) (1,094,650) (1,073,128) 25,000 25,000

Overall Surplus 2,657,460        2,196,244        2,498,533        3,694,670        3,793,516        

Surplus adjusted for capitalised works 4,751,952      4,879,863      4,998,533      6,194,670      6,293,516      

Retained in Reserves 2,657,460        2,196,244        2,498,533        3,694,670        3,793,516        

Add: depreciation 1,957,215 2,015,932 2,076,409 2,138,702 2,202,863

4,614,675          4,212,176          4,574,942          5,833,372          5,996,379          

Development Costs capitalised 78,858               81,224               83,660               86,170               88,755               

Equipment purchases capitalised 25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               25,000               

Loan Repayments 660,000             500,000             340,000             -                      

Cash Increase £3,850,817 £3,605,952 £4,126,282 £5,722,202 £5,882,624

Assumptions

Inflation 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Rent Increase 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Operating cost increase 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

Direct Maint Cost inc 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

PROJECTED BALANCE SHEETS 26 27 28 29 30

2045/46 2046/47 2047/48 2048/49 2049/50

Intangible Fixed Assets nil

Tangible Fixed Assets

Housing properties - Valuation or 

under construction at cost 108,875.0      109,309.4      109,501.5      109,273.1      109,668.4      

Less:  Housing depreciation 1,957.2           2,015.9           2,076.4           2,138.7           2,202.9           

-                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

106,917.8      107,293.5      107,425.1      107,134.4      107,465.5      

Investments -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Other fixed assets 182.0-              214.0-              246.0-              278.0-              310.0-              

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 106,735.8      107,079.5      107,179.1      106,856.4      107,155.5      

Current Assets

Net rental debtors 425.0              427.1              429.2              431.4              433.5              

Other debtors, stock & WIP 186.8              188.6              190.5              192.4              194.3              

Investments (non-cash)

Cash at bank and in hand 26,553.7         30,265.8         34,500.8         40,334.1         46,330.5         

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 27,165.4         30,881.5         35,120.5         40,957.9         46,958.4         

Creditors : Amounts falling due within One Year

Loans & overdrafts due within one year 660.0              500.0              340.0              -                   -                   

Other short-term creditors 3,523.5           3,523.5           3,523.5           3,523.5           3,523.5           

NET CURRENT ASSETS/(LIABILITIES) 22,981.9         26,858.0         31,257.0         37,434.4         43,434.9         

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 129,717.7     133,937.5     138,436.1     144,290.8     150,590.4     

Creditors : Amounts falling due After One Year

Loans due after one year 3,926.1-           4,586.1-           5,086.1-           5,426.1-           5,426.1-           

Commercial Loan

Strathclyde Pension Liability 811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              811.0              

SHAPS Pension Liability

NET ASSETS 132,832.8     137,712.7     142,711.2     148,905.9     155,205.5     

Capital & Reserves

Share capital

Negative goodwill

Revaluation reserve 21,639.8         21,639.8         21,639.8         21,639.8         21,639.8         

Restricted, designated & revenue reserves 111,192.7      116,072.5      121,071.1      127,265.7      133,559.3      

TOTAL CAPITAL & RESERVES 132,832.5     137,712.3     142,710.9     148,905.5     155,199.1     
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RISK MANAGEMENT - ANNEX 2 AYRSHIRE HOUSING

2020/21 REVIEW OF KEY RISKS AND POTENTIAL FINANCIAL IMPACT THEREOF:

RISK MAP 2020/21

Risk Category Risk Incident leads to Probability Financial Impact Possible Costs Mitigating Controls

Lettings Low Demand Higher turnover (churn rate) over 25% 20 100,000£        20,000£                Good customer service allied to high quality efficient maintenance

Low Demand Higher Voids 20 10,000£          2,000£                  Rent consultation

Low Demand Demolitions 20 100,000£        20,000£                Regular planned investment in stock

Low Demand Impairment 20 650,000£        130,000£              Regular planned investment in stock

Demographic/aspirational Unplanned cost of remodelling property 20 400,000£        80,000£                Promote mutual exchange register 

Arrears increased due to Universal Credit (UC) Interest foregone 80 10,000£          8,000£                  Preventative intervention and advice/support prior to and during tenancy

Lower demand for temporary furnished accommodation Loss of income 100 5,000£             5,000£                  Maintain productive relationship with Local Authority

Arrears increased due to UC Increased bad debts 25 50,000£          12,500£                Preventative intervention and advice/support prior to and during tenancy

Challenge to lettings policy Legals fees and compensation 10 4,000£             400£                      Regular review to ensure compliant with all current legislation

Improper action by staff Legals fees and compensation 30 500£                150£                      Relevant policies and procedures adhered to

Failing to follow policies and procedures Compensation 70 3,500£             2,450£                  Ensure regular training in policies and procedues

Breach of statutory requirements Legals fees and compensation 20 1,000£             200£                      Relevant policies and procedures adhered to

Poor advice from consultants Legals fees and compensation 50 30,000£          15,000£                Appropriate insurance cover in place Procurement Policy followed

Failure to Control Management costs Additional costs 20 100,000£        20,000£                Production and review of management accounts

Slow relet time Rent loss 20 50,000£          10,000£                Void Managament Policy strictly adhered to

Grounds Maintenance Tribunal/Ombudsman Legal fees and compensation 20 20,000£          4,000£                  Transparent system for recording and allocating costs

Failure to collect amounts due Increased bad debts 20 5,000£             1,000£                  Credit control systems in place

Housing Maintenance Unplanned repair costs Cash flow issues 30 120,000£        36,000£                Ensure contingency built in to annual budgets

Fire/explosion flats or houses Counselling costs; uninsured losses; legal fees 10 250,000£        25,000£                Regular inspection and recording - any repairs dealt with timeously

Fire/explosion flats or houses Reputational damage; criminal negligence; increased voids in long term 5 1,000,000£     50,000£                Regular inspection and recording - any repairs dealt with timeously

Natural disaster/storm damage - cash flow cover for insurance claim Repairs costs; decant costs; high voids; reputational damage 20 150,000£        30,000£                Emergency plan/Social media advice to tenants

Failure to control costs Budget overspends unfunded 20 50,000£          10,000£                Works orders adjusted to account for variances

Litigation Public liability claims - not covered by insurance 5 300,000£        15,000£                Relevant policies and procedures adhered to

Poor management decisions Premature component failure 40 50,000£          20,000£                Design Guide specifications followed

Poor design Additional maintenance costs 50 300,000£        150,000£              Design Guide specifications followed

Poor standards Reputational damage; long term increased voids 30 50,000£          15,000£                Regular contract monitoring

Financial Control/Treasury ManagementFailure to  control expenditure Unplanned reduction in reserves, possible development overspend 30 100,000£        30,000£                Production and review of management accounts

Interest rate risk Surplus reduced 20 600,000£        120,000£              Treasury Management Policy adhered to

Refinancing risk Expense incurred 10 70,000£          7,000£                  Maintain existing strong relationship with lenders

Liquidity issues - can't borrow (run out of security) No development 30 -£                 -£                       Maintain Net Worth of Company 

Valuation too low - unfundable by banks No development 30 -£                 -£                       Unencumbered assets available

Impairment - reduction in value of loan security Losses in Accounts 20 1,000,000£     200,000£              Stock disposal of low demand houses/flats

Covenants breached Loan rates renegotiated by banks 5 600,000£        30,000£                Budget process and controls; Quarterly monitoring of covenants

Covenants breached Requirement to repay loans 5 3,000,000£     150,000£              Budget process and controls; Quarterly monitoring of covenants

Investment Decisions Bad investment decision High voids 20 66,000£          13,200£                Robust investment appraisal

Bad investment decision Rents too high 30 25,000£          7,500£                  Affordability calculation

Bad investment decision Poor design or location - lack of demand 20 200,000£        40,000£                Robust investment appraisal

Bad investment decision Poor design - high maintenance costs 40 50,000£          20,000£                Procurement of architect/input from staff and Board

Buying an undevelopable or unfundable site Write off abortive costs 20 150,000£        30,000£                Robust investment appraisal

Staff/Employment Don't develop staff Higher staff turnover and recruitment costs 20 15,000£          3,000£                  PDP reviews linked to Corporate and Delivery Plan

Poor terms and conditions Poor staff morale and high turnover 10 65,000£          6,500£                  EVH Collective Bargaining

Pension deficit Past Service Deficit requires to be funded - additional 100 95,000£          95,000£                Independent expert advice

Employing incompetent staff Disciplinary and dismissal additional staff costs 10 50,000£          5,000£                  Robust recruitment process 

Breach of Health and Safety regulations Wide ranging 30 30,000£          9,000£                  Use of independent consultant

Failure of telephone system No communication 25 20,000£          5,000£                  Mobile phones available

Improper action by maintenance staff or contractors Disciplinary and dismissal additional staff costs 10 50,000£          5,000£                  Relevant policies and procedures adhered to

Improper action by maintenance staff or contractors Compensation 30 20,000£          6,000£                  Relevant policies and procedures adhered to

Staff negligence Disciplinary and dismissal additional staff costs 10 50,000£          5,000£                  Relevant policies and procedures adhered to

Long term staff absence Cost of temporary cover 80 35,000£          28,000£                Policies and Procedures followed

Information Systems Improper action by staff Loss of databases 10 35,000£          3,500£                  Daily back ups performed automatically

Staff negligence Loss damage to servers 15 50,000£          7,500£                  Servers located in secure/locked location

IT support stops Inability to manage ICT function 15 70,000£          10,500£                Maintain good relationship

SDM pulls out of market System purchased by another supplier 25 120,000£        30,000£                Environmental scanning

Loss of database Housing system out of action 20 25,000£          5,000£                  Daily back ups performed automatically

Virus infection Office systems out of action 30 15,000£          4,500£                  Daily back ups performed automatically

Lack of innovation Obsolete system no support 20 23,000£          4,600£                  Environmental scanning

Lack of innovation Unplanned, unfunded change of system 10 150,000£        15,000£                Environmental scanning

Breach of data protection requirements Legal fees and compensation or fine 20 10,000£          2,000£                  GDPR fully implemented

Breach of data protection requirements Revising systems 20 5,000£             1,000£                  GDPR fully implemented

Strategic Poor results from tenants satisfaction survey Reputational damage leading to low demand 20 20,000£          4,000£                  Relevant policies and procedures adhered to

Restrictions on rent increase via legislation or peer group pressure Cash flow issues and valuations 20 250,000£        50,000£                Scenario planning linked to available reserves

HB and benefit changes Cash flow and bad debts 50 300,000£        150,000£              Tenant profiling information allowing targeted advice

Falling out with local politicians Loss of influence and favour 50 150,000£        75,000£                Maintain positive relationships with key contacts

No new development Impact of negative NPV's 30 200,000£        60,000£                Site finding linked to robust invetsment appraisal

Lack of resources to do new things getting new initiatives wrong 20 100,000£        20,000£                Critcally analyse opportunities

Lack of resources to do new things failure to observe changes in the market place 20 100,000£        20,000£                Environmental scanning

Lack of resources to do new things bad publicity 20 50,000£          10,000£                Maintain strong financial health

Poor management of growth over exposure to debt and repayment difficulties; valuations to NBV 30 100,000£        30,000£                Site finding linked to robust invetsment appraisal

Not being able to influence key people Loss of influence and favour 50 250,000£        125,000£              Maintain positive relationships with key contacts

Poor advice from consultants bad business decisions made 30 300,000£        90,000£                Procurement Policy followed

Bad inspection report from regulator reputational risk access to any future funding 20 500,000£        100,000£              Assurance from Internal and External Audit

Insufficient risk appraisal of new initiatives Financial loss 20 400,000£        80,000£                Robust investment appraisal

Over diversification Lack of control 10 180,000£        18,000£                Annual Corporate Plan review

Change in government policy Limitations on opportunities 25 180,000£        45,000£                Work closely with SFHA/GWSHF

Too inward looking and conservative Failure to foresee/respond to changes in the market place 20 150,000£        30,000£                Annual Corporate Plan review

13,833,000£  2,487,500£          
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Board Meeting – 26 February 2020 

 

Agenda Item: 9 

 

Subject: Operational matters 

 

Prepared by: Jim Whiston 

 

  

Health and safety  

 

The Committee met on 12 February 2020. See the attached minute (item 9c). 

 

Board effectiveness and governance 

 

See the attached paper (item 9b).  

 

Eydent  

 

The briefing session on health and safety will now take place on 4 March.  

 

Training opportunities within Ayrshire Housing 

 

We continue to provide one to two school placements each year. So far, we have hosted 

one pupil.  

 

Staffing issues 

 

The grading review is dealt with at agenda item 9a.  

 

Staff pension schemes 

 

There is nothing to report since the last Human Resources Committee. 

 

Audit Committee  

 

The Audit Committee meets on 26 February.  

 

Community engagement and publicity  

 

The Community Grants scheme continues to be promoted. It is suggested that there is a 

discussion regarding the scheme either at a standalone Committee meeting or at the 

March Board meeting.  

 

The following activities have received press or social media coverage since the last 

meeting: 

 

A donation to South Ayrshire Woman’s Aid.  
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Notifiable events and disposals 

 

Since the last meeting, there are no events or disposals to report.  

 

A consolidated report on notifiable events and disposals in 2019 will be made to the 

Audit Committee on 26 February 2020.  
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Board Meeting – 29 January 2020 

 

Agenda Item: 9a 

 

Subject: Grading review 

 

Prepared by: Jim Whiston 

 

  

Introduction 

 

At its January 2020 meeting, the Board agreed to implement the EVH grading 

recommendations subject to further clarification of the financial effect.  

 

Budgetary control 

 

Each budget contains specific staffing proposals for the year. Any additional changes to 

the establishment during the year are subject to Board approval. In addition, the Human 

Resources Committee receives information on the establishment once a year.  

 

In setting the budget for 2019-2020, the Board agreed to the creation of a half-time 

Project Manager post (now filled) and an allowance of additional posts in anticipation of 

the new office arrangements. With regard to the latter and to meet emerging service 

demands, a part-time Maintenance Assistant post was created and filled and an existing 

part-time clerical vacancy converted to a full time one with an external appointment.  

 

Below is the anticipated movement in the current staffing budget: 

 

Budget: £964,784 

 

Underspend: -£39,657 

Proposed grading changes: +£2,021  

 

Projected outturn: £927,677 

 

The underspend is due to:  

 

• The remaining unused allowance for office extension related appointments 

(c£31,000). 

• A short delay in the Project Manager taking up post. 

• Excess provisions for the pay award and for maternity leave.  

 

Annual impact of the grading review 

 

Over a twelve-month period and at the initial increment placings, the proposed changes 

will add £8,082 to the salary budget. This is just under 1% of the current budget. 
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Board Meeting – 26 February 2020 

 

Agenda Item: 9b 

 

Subject: Board and Director effectiveness  

 

Prepared by: Jim Whiston 

 

  

Introduction 

 

The Board receives a quarterly report on the delivery of the Board Effectiveness Policy 

and the review arrangements for the Director. This also covers Board training and 

development.  

 

Annual Board reviews 

 

These are underway at present. A report on their outcome, and on training and 

development will be made to the Board in April 2020.  

 

The Director’s review 

 

A date is being claimed for the next quarterly meeting.  

 

Board Training and Development 

 

The following briefing sessions are being arranged to conclude the 2019-20 programme: 

 

• A briefing session on health and safety (with Eydent) 

• A briefing session for members of the Tenancy Matters Committee 

• A briefing session on the financial regulations, loan covenants and budgetary 

control.  
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Minutes of the Health & Safety Committee meeting held on Wednesday 12 February 
2020 at 4.30pm in Main Street, Ayr 

 

Present: Bobby Pyper  

 Mike Tomlinson 

  Amanda Bryan 

 David Porte 

    

In attendance:   Jim Whiston 

   Kirsty Broadfoot (Minutes) 

 

  

  Prior to the start of the meeting, Bobby agreed to act as Chair. 

 

1. Apologies 

Apologies were received from Jim Purvis. 

2. Declarations of Interest                                                                                       

There were no declarations of interest. 

 

3. Minutes of Health and Safety Meeting held on Wednesday 19 December 2018 

The Minutes were accepted by the Committee. 

 

4. Report on Health and Safety Audit held on Friday 20 May 2019 

Kirsty gave an overview of the pertinent points covered by the ACS Audit in May. 

The Committee noted the report. 

5. Update on General Risk Assessment (GRA) 

Kirsty provided a summary of the GRA. The Committee noted the report. 

 

6. Report on Compliance Issues 

 

a) Asbestos management 
Jim gave an overview of the association’s policy on management of asbestos, 
confirming that Vega Environmental were appointed in March 2019 to provide 
asbestos surveying and sampling works. Jim confirmed that our stock is low risk, 
however, Jim Purvis – Technical Services Manager – has recommended that 
new management surveys are undertaken on all our properties which were 
constructed prior to 2000. 
 

b) Legionella management 
Jim discussed the key points of the association’s legionella management plan, 
confirming that Integrated Water Services had been appointed in February 2019 
to undertake maintenance and risk assessment works for all cold-water storage 
systems that we have responsibility for. 
 

c) Fire Risk Assessment 
Jim advised that, following the Grenfell Tower fire, the association was taking 

Agenda Item 9c
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further steps to implement a policy to ensure closes are kept free from storing 
items such as mobility scooters etc. The policy will come to the Board in due 
course. Amanda asked if the policy would relate to electric wheelchairs as well 
as scooters. Jim agreed to speak with David McGivern about this. 1 A general 
discussion took place around possible solutions for storage of scooters. Mike 
pointed out that we need to give due consideration to this for future 
developments, particularly Carrick Street. David said that the fire service 
provides useful guidance.  
 

d) CDM Regulations, construction, design and management. 
Jim gave an overview of this. David asked if our contractors are checked on a 
regular basis for health and safety management. Jim confirmed that for those 
contractors with whom we work on a per development basis, checks are made 
prior to each tender being issued. We hold regular formal meetings with our 
main reactive repairs contractors which include compliance with the CDM 
regulations.  
 

7. Any other business 

No items were discussed. 

 

The Chair thanked all for their attendance and contributions. 

  

The meeting closed at 5.05pm 

 

 

Signed 

 

 

 

 

Dated 
 

 
1 Jim to speak with David McGivern 
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